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Abstract

 is is a case study that examines desire and its regulation in the Shanghai 
magazine publication Linglong of the 1930s. It highlights representational tensions 
in the construction of heteronormative marriage, a regulatory measure that 
contained the prospects of female autonomy during a period of fl ux.  e study 
uses an integrated, or “horizontal,” method of reading, which regards journal 
issues as collectively authored texts and emphasizes the spatial relation and 
interplay of printed content. Writings and images are referred to as integral aspects 
of representation to illustrate the ways in which heteronormativity is covertly 
challenged at the same time that same-sex love and the rejection of marriage are 
forcefully stigmatized. A special focus of the analysis is an examination of how the 
valorization of heterosexual love is matched by vociferous attacks on men and 
idealizations of female bonds, which are at times valued over relations with men. 
Insinuations of alternative sensibilities and desires are also highlighted, especially 
the magazine’s celebration of masculine women in images. 

Keywords
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Introduction

Linglong funü tuhua zazhi  (Linglong women’s pic-
torial magazine) was a pocket-sized and low cost urban weekly.1 Pro-

*  is paper has greatly benefi ted from comments by the anonymous readers for Nan Nü 
and by Harriet Zurndorfer.
1) Measuring roughly 13 by 19 centimetres, Linglong entered the market at 0.07 yuan a 
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duced in Shanghai, a total of two hundred and ninety-eight issues were 
printed between 1931 and 1937.2 According to advertisements, these 
were released on the third day of each week at bookstores, movie the-
atres, and newsstands in China’s major cities, while overseas Chinese 
communities in Southeast Asia could obtain copies via subscriptions. 
e magazine featured all things xin  (new), modeng  (modern) 
and xiandai  (contemporary), while setting out to define the 
essence of enlightened young women in contemporary society. Draw-
ing on the glamour of movies and the cultural capital of the May Fourth 
legacy, Linglong presented itself as at the forefront of modern style and 
New Culture. Supplying entertainment, new knowledge, fashion and 
lifestyle tips, the magazine is a patchwork of genres and representa-
tional forms, including programmes for reform, tabloid-like news 
reports, Hollywood glamour photos and satirical comic illustrations. 
Particularly notable about Linglong is its heavy reliance on readers for 
contributions, which include commentaries, photographs and letters. 

copy. It rose to 0.10 yuan by the end of its first year in print and held steady at that price 
until its final issue. In contrast to Barbara Mittler, who refers to the magazine as “Elegance,” 
I have chosen to retain the subtle ambiguities of the term linglong by not translating it. 
Moreover, when Linglong in some instances referred to itself in English—Lin Loon, e 
Ladies’ Journal—it used transliteration rather than translation (unlike the famous Liangyou 
huabao , which gave itself the English name, e Young Companion). See for ex-
ample the colophon on: Linglong 81 (1933), 36. While the term linglong contains mean-
ings such as exquisite, bright, delicately wrought, and clever and nimble, its origins are 
onomatopoeic, a reference in the Ming period to the tinkling of jade ornaments worn by 
women as accessories. See: Craig Clunas, Superfluous ings: Material Culture and Social 
Status in Early Modern China (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1991), 85. Considering the clash 
of divergent representational forms and views in Linglong, one wonders whether the 
magazine’s creators were conscious of the term’s onomatopoeic quality. For Mittler’s study, 
see: “In Spite of Gentility: Women and Men in Linglong (Elegance), a 1930s Women’s 
Magazine,” in Daria Berg and Chloe Starr, eds., e Quest for Gentility in China: Negotiations 
Beyond Gender and Class (New York: Routledge, 2007), 208-34.
2) Research for the present study was carried out using the collection of Linglong made 
available digitally for public access by C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University. 
It is accessible via the Columbia University Libraries Digital Collections website <http://
www.columbia.edu/cu/lweb/digital/collections/linglong/>. To correspond with how the 
collection is indexed and searchable online, all citations in the present study references 
Linglong (cited as LL in these notes) by issue numbers rather than volume; both the year 
and issue number, and page reference are given. e C.V. Starr digital collection is 
supplemented by holdings of Linglong at Heidelberg University (Germany), though a total 
of fifty-seven issues from 1933 to 1937 remain missing. e most complete collection of 
Linglong is held at the Shanghai Library and is accessible in microfilm format. In this paper, 
those issues originating in the Heidelberg collection are marked (h). 
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e confluence of divergent representational styles and interests com-
prise a precarious printed space that oscillates between sober didacti-
cism and evocative playfulness.

As noted in previous studies, names credited in Linglong’s colophons 
changed frequently, with only two appearing consistently throughout 
the magazine’s time in print—Lin Zecang  (1903-61), the man 
who headed the publication, and Miss Chen Zhenling , 
the only female name listed on the editorial board. It is unclear if the 
latter was an actual individual or a moniker for a (perhaps unfixed) 
group that may well have included women.3 In any case, through the 
persona of Chen Zhenling, Linglong established its central trope of sis-
terhood and declared itself funüjie zhi weiyi houshe 

 (the only voice of the women’s world). It claimed to be a wanquan 
gongkai  (completely open) forum for women to express their 
views freely, and enthusiastically called on readers for contributions, as 
in the following debut message from Chen Zhenling:

To Fellow Sisters—After leaving school, opportunities to get together with former 
schoolmates and old friends are few and far between, while news is scattered and 
sparse. Today, I have taken up a post at the present magazine as editor on the Women’s 
Board. Wishing to represent the voice of the entire nation’s female compatriots, and to 
give free reign to the pent up earnestness of women, I hereby invite comrades to 
actively submit drafts.

.4

Despite Linglong’s claim that it was an open forum for opinions to be 
expressed freely, not all viewpoints were given equal representation. 
However, hints of alternative views do come through in subtexts. 
Indeed, it is puzzling whether an invitation to read the magazine 
subtextually was in fact built right into Linglong in the symbol of its 
female persona, and whether diverse “interpretive communities” were 

3) Information about Chen Zhenling is elusive. e sole item I have managed to locate at 
the Shanghai Library is an offshoot of Linglong Magazine—a misandric volume edited by 
Chen that comprises articles that criticize men and their attitudes towards love and mar-
riage. See: Chen Zhenling ed., Nanzi de choutai  (Shanghai: Linglong zazhishe, 
1934).
4) “Gei jiemeimen” , LL 1 (1931), 5; LL 42 (1932), 1668.
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consciously catered to in this way.5 If there is validity to the guess that 
Chen Zhenling was not an individual but a moniker (it is suspicious that 
no image of Chen Zhenling ever appears in this pictorial, despite her 
centrality to the magazine), the question then becomes: why this 
unassuming and not uncommon name? Does its ordinary quality veil 
hidden meanings that contemporary readers in-the-know were well aware 
of? If the character ling  can be taken as a direct reference to Linglong 
and the character zhen  signifies “precious” or “of high value,” zhenling 

 might describe the magazine as “preciously elegant.” Chen , a 
most common Chinese surname, is a near homophone for cheng  (to 
become), and a reference to the latter is plausible considering how 
pronunciations of “chen” and “cheng” are not clearly distinguished in 
Southern Chinese dialects like the Wu, of which Shanghainese belongs. In 
this sense, Chen Zhenling would imply “becoming preciously elegant,” 
which corresponds to Linglong’s function as a didactic text.

Yet it is fascinating that when chen does not function as a surname, 
it denotes meanings such as “old” and “stale,” in addition to “putting 
on display.” us, Chen Zhenling might denote “putting precious 
elegance on display,” while also connoting a jibe such as “precious 
elegance gone stale.” e story behind “Chen Zhenling” may never be 
known, but the possible dualities of the name as a moniker corresponds 
to the volatility of Linglong’s content. It also accords with Barbara 
Mittler’s characterization of the magazine as “in spite” of gentility.6 If 
the hypothesis put forth here is at all reasonable, what the dynamics 
found in Linglong might amount to is a virtual “subculture” embedded 
and catered to within “dominant” cultural discourse.

In keeping with May Fourth New Culture calls for ziyou lian’ai 
 (freedom of love), much of Linglong’s content sets out to reform 

how men and women socialize in the xin shehui (new society).7 

5) “Interpretive communities” is borrowed from Janice A. Radway, as cited in: Roger 
Chartier, Forms and Meanings: Texts, Performances, and Audiences from Codex to Computer 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1995), 91.
6) Barabar Mittler, “In Spite.”
7) e focus of the present study on the construction of heteronormativity is informed by 
Mary L. Adam’s book on the making of heterosexual dominance in post-war Canada. 
 Adams regards normative heterosexuality as a restrictive ideology with political ramifica-
tions, but stresses that, “heterosexuality has not only been lived as a site of coercion or 
violence or dependency for women.” Rather, “[h]eterosexual relations have also been 
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In a constructed binary that pitted right against wrong desires, yixing’ai 
 (opposite-sex love) and marriage—often referred to by the 

ideologically loaded term, chujia (literally, marrying out), and 
discussed further below—are upheld in the magazine as modern and 
normal in contrast to tongxing’ai  (same-sex love), which is path-
ologized as biantai  (perverse). rough its trope of sisterhood, 
Linglong encouraged fellow sisters to engage boldly in relations with 
men. Yet at the same time, qinggan  (feelings) between women are 
cherished as genuine and jiangu  (enduring); this is pitted in con-
trast to what can be offered by men, who are criticized as jianyisiqian 

 (irresolute) and beilie  (base, despicable). What results are 
representations of sisterhood that bifurcate between heterocentric por-
trayals and depictions that appeal to female solidarity and women’s self-
sufficiency. Additionally, the pathologizing discourse against same-sex 
love is also fraught with internal tensions that rupture its logic. Same-
sex love, for instance, is referred to as an unruly fengqi  (trend) and 
liuxing  (fashion) among modern girl students at the same time 
that it is associated with repressive jiu lijiao  (old customs), 
reviled as not free and obstructive to healthy intermingling between the 
sexes. All of the above draw on facets of May Fourth New Culture 
discourse and thus call to mind Yu Ying-shih’s important reminder—
that the May Fourth Movement was “multidimensional” and “multi-
directional,” and remains “many different things to different people.”8 
Indeed, the present study of Linglong corroborates Yu’s point: that the 
May Fourth legacy is not easily pinned down.

Appeals to nationalism, fitness and art were evoked in Linglong to 
legitimize visual representations that are overtly and covertly erotic. 
Fervent advocacy of strong bodies for a strong nation, in conjunction 

 entered into by women as a site of pleasure and a route to independence from controlling 
parents and stifling families.” For Adams, to take dominance as a singular achievement 
“leaves little room for … critical understanding of how that dominance was constructed.” 
Heterosexual dominance is therefore not considered an essentialized category of oppres-
sion, but instead contingent upon shifting historical and cultural conditions. See: Mary 
Adams, e Trouble with Normal: PostwarYouth and the Making of Heterosexuality (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1997), 11-12.
8) Ying-shih Yu, “Neither Renaissance nor Enlightenment: A Historian’s Reflections on the 
May Fourth Movement,” Appropriation of Cultural Capital: China’s May Fourth Project, in. 
Milena Doleželová-Velingerová and Oldrich Kral, eds. (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 2001), 299-320; and see page 319. 
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with references to Euro-American traditions of depicting nudes in 
painting and sculpture, sanctioned the voyeuristic display of the female 
form in images that were printed for the visual pleasure of both male 
and female readers. While Linglong acknowledged men directly among 
its readership in several instances, there are indications that the maga-
zine was constructed and perceived as primarily a female space—the 
magazine’s trope of sisterhood is an example, but there are other clues 
like a letter from a young male reader (if it can be taken at face value) 
who wrote about how he was often teased by schoolmates for being 
“like a girl” because of his fondness for Linglong.9 Moreover, because 
female audiences have often been overlooked in studies of the urban 
culture of Republican China, particularly in terms of erotic desire, 
questions about male readers and the male gaze are set aside for 
 consideration elsewhere so that Linglong’s depictions can be addressed 
with respect to female spectatorship (which ultimately needs to be dis-
cussed in relation to the male gaze and male readers).10 With regard to 

9) “Bubi dafu de xin” , LL 214 (1935), 4077. is letter reads: “Among the 
many publications, Linglong can perhaps be considered rather exquisite. It definitely has 
genuine appeal, and moreover has a lot of valuable knowledge to tell us. I—a young chap—
am male, but with regard to Linglong (a women’s magazine) I nonetheless have an undying 
interest for it. When I am in class or in the study hall at school, it certainly never leaves my 
hands. ere are many schoolmates who laugh at me, saying that I am like a girl, and yet I 
will never cast [the magazine] aside and stop reading it because of this” (

, , 
. , 

).
10) In his study of eroticism in Republican period pictorials, Yingjin Zhang focuses entirely 
on “the central position the female body occupied in the erotic imagination of … male 
readers.” Yingjin Zhang, “e Corporeality of Erotic Imagination: A Study of Pictorials 
and Cartoons in Republican China,” in John A. Lent, ed., Illustrating Asia: Comics, Hu-
mour Magazines, and Picture Books (Richmond: Curzon Press, 2001), 121-36, and see page 
121. Michel Hockx is sceptical about a magazine’s advertised claim that it was especially 
popular among women on the basis that it contained an “abundance of images of well-
known actresses or courtesans and female school principals,” while the textual content 
“comprise a biography of Qiu Jin as well as poems and funny stories associated with the 
women’s quarters (gui ).” On this basis he concludes in his study Questions of Style: 
Literary Societies and Literary Journals in Modern China, 1911-1937 (Leiden: Brill, 2003) 
on page132, that “despite the claims about large numbers of female readers … [the maga-
zine] was predominantly meant to cater to a male audience.” I would argue, however, that 
the diverse range of femininities represented side by side, to which Hockx refers—enter-
tainers, educators and revolutionaries—may very well have appealed to a female readership.
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female-female desire and the pathologizing discourse against it, pleas-
ure and shame are engendered simultaneously in Linglong.

is essay utilizes an integrated ‘horizontal’ method of reading to 
target the interplay between discourses that complicate discussions on 
any one topic; rather than establishing points of reconciliation, the ten-
sions that emerge on Linglong’s pages are identified and accentuated.11 
e horizontal method is also employed to address how Linglong’s 
 publishing practice frames the content that it printed.12 As for the 
preliminary survey of visuals that is undertaken, it draws attention to 
their integral role in the overall generation of meanings in Linglong. It 
shows not only how they supplement or strengthen the ideas articu-
lated in writings, but also their potential for evoking ideas inde-
pendently in ways that disrupt what is written in words. Indeed, the 
depictions of female sensuality and femininities identified in Linglong’s 
pictures arguably hint at explorations of homoerotic desire in more free 
and light-hearted ways that are largely left out of the magazine’s writ-
ings, whether in the form of theories about sexual pathology or 
melancholy idealizations of bonds between women.

 e Magazine in Its Time

Linglong appears to have been collectable rather than a throw-away 
magazine, as might be expected for an inexpensive weekly. Information 
about back issues was provided in several instances for readers to com-
plete their collections.13 A book box that had the name of the magazine 

11) For Hockx’s formulation of ‘horizontal reading’, see Chapter Four of Questions of Style. 
Seeking traces of subaltern voices, Gail Hershatter has argued that for some discourses, “it 
is not only impossible but also undesirable to try to reconcile them and produce a single 
seamless account. e dissonances between them are arguably where the most interesting 
mapping could be done.” See: Gail Hershatter, “e Subaltern Talks Back: Reflections on 
Chinese History,” positions: east asian cultures critique 1.1 (1993), 103-30, and see pp. 125-
26 for the quotation.
12) As Hockx emphasizes, the reception of published material “is always to some extent 
determined by what is printed around it.” Hockx, Questions of Style, 130. Rather than lift-
ing material out of their printed context, the horizontal method considers printed material 
“as [they] confronted the historical reader at the time of reading.” Hockx, Questions of Style, 
156.
13) See for example: “Linglong huikan” , LL 80 (1932), 1402; “Buqu Linglong zhi 
liangji” , LL 128 (1934), 177.
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engraved on it was marketed about a year into publication: it held up 
to twenty-five magazine issues and was advertised as elegantly refined, 
made from quality wood, and sealed with a beautiful foreign varnish.14 
In 1937, before it ceased publishing due to the outbreak of the Sino-
Japanese War, demand for Linglong was sufficient for its publisher to 
produce a full collection of past issues as cloth-bound volumes, which 
are described in advertisements as finely embossed with golden letters.15 
All of the above attests to the magazine’s popularity, as does Eileen 
Chang’s reference in her 1944 essay, “Tan nüren” (Speaking of 
women) that every co-ed had a copy of Linglong in hand in the 1930s.16

Linglong, however, needs also to be considered with regard to “popu-
lar” as a conceptual category of contention, insofar as variances in cul-
tural forms and practices are “always the object of social conflict over 
their classification, hierarchization, and consecration or disqualifi ca-
tion.”17 Roger Chartier’s notion of cultural appropriation provides a basis 
for understanding the popular press of which Linglong was a product as it 
“accentuates plural uses and diverse understandings” of common cultural 
sets, as opposed to identifying a distinct “popular culture” that is distin-
guishable in itself.18 Further systematic comparisons of Linglong with other 
publications from its time is required, but briefly looking at Xin nüxing 

 (New woman; 1926-9) and Liangyou huabao  (e 
Young Companion; 1926-45) for now provides a way to bring out certain 
qualities about Linglong, as well as how the magazine might be positioned 
historically as a cultural product.

Like Linglong, Xin nüxing and Liangyou huabao were products of 
Shanghai’s popular press that aimed to forge a new urban culture, 
largely removed from rural concerns. Each publication used the same 
rhetoric of progress—to promote new knowledge, ways of being 

14) For an example of this advertisement, see: “Linglong shuhe” , LL. 60 (1932), 
472.
15) For an example of this advertisement, see: “Linglong heding ben faxing” 

, LL 273 (1937), 418.
16) Interestingly, what Chang notes, and lightly mocks, about Linglong is its misadrism and 
contradictory content—how it provided beauty tips “right alongside advice on how freshly 
beautified young ladies could resist the unwanted attentions of young men, since all men 
‘harbor evil intentions’.’” For a full translation of this essay, see: Eileen Chang, Written on 
Water, trans. by Andrew F. Jones (New York: Columbia University Press, 2005), 81-90.
17) Chartier, Forms and Meanings, 89. 
18) Chartier, Forms and Meanings, 89.
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 modern, and women’s liberation with particular emphasis on the prom-
ise and cultivation of young people—and their readerships almost cer-
tainly overlapped. Judging from the advertisements in each, many of 
which were for the products of or distributed by their parent compan-
ies, they all depended on the same systems of commerce and mass cul-
ture in China’s cities, though their level of comfort with this reality 
varied, as evident in the ways that each defined its purpose and selected 
and framed its content. Xin nüxing, for example, was highly selective in 
featuring new knowledge and ideas almost exclusively in the form of 
learned essays and editorials, while Linglong featured texts and images 
of styles and material things in addition to ideas. Significantly, while 
each publication was a popularizer of a “cultural imaginary” of modern-
ity—Liangyou having promoted itself on its covers (in English) as “e 
most attractive and popular magazine in China”—all three distanced 
themselves to some degree from the notion of “popular” as crassly com-
mercial and profiteering.19 is is seen in Xin Nüxing’s strict dedication 
to serious knowledge and science, Liangyou’s dedication to journalistic 
professionalism and Linglong’s articulated commitment to providing 
respectable entertainment and dedication to representing the voices of 
China’s women.

e most drastically different from Linglong in its approach to forg-
ing new culture is Xin nüxing, which included contributions from May 
Fourth figures like Mao Dun  (1896-1981) and Lu Xun’s 
(1881-1936) brothers, Zhou Zuoren  (1885-1967) and Zhou 
Jianren (1888-1984). Take for example a special announce-
ment from Xin nüxing’s publisher Kai Ming  (Enlightened books) 
that appears in a 1927 issue of the journal (Fig. 1) and Linglong’s debut 
message from its editors (Fig. 2). Both set out to impress upon readers 
a sense of how each publication was meant to be perceived, but besides 
the use of a similar standard font type, their forms and styles contrast 
entirely. Before reading the text of each, simply looking at the two pages 
as visuals reveals very different attitudes and self-perceptions on the 
part of those behind each publication. e announcement from Kai 

19) For the construction of modernity as “cultural imaginary” in print media, see: Leo 
 Ou-fan Lee, Shanghai Modern: e Flowering of a New Urban Culture in China, 1930-1945 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999). Liangyou’s English promotional slogan 
appears for the first time in 1927 on the cover of issue 13.
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Ming appears as text that runs vertically from right to left and uses no 
punctuation, both of which retain the traditional style of formatting 
texts that continued to be the standard for formal and official docu-
ments in the Republican period. Conversely, the message from Lin-
glong’s editors uses the more novel form of printing text horizontally 
from left to right, and it contains ample punctuation to assist readers 
with comprehension, both adopted from the European standard. Most 
conspicuous about the two pages are the use of imagery in the latter 
and the complete lack of illustrations in the former. Linglong’s message 
includes a group image of Hollywood movie stars that takes up half the 

Figure 1: Special announcement from the publisher of Xin nüxing, Enlightenment Books. 
XNX 2.2 (1927), frontispiece. Courtesy of Fudan Library.
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page, as well as a cartoon icon of a dopey silhouette of a man to repre-
sent the editorial team. Leaning back in his office chair with legs kicked 
up on desk, his open smile seems to let out a relaxing sigh at the end of 
a long but delightful day’s work. e horizontal lines of his legs form a 
continuum with the horizontal formatting of the text and the land-
scape orientation of the group image, evoking a general sense of laid-
back ease. e overall collage-like quality of the page contrasts 
dramatically with the mechanical and meticulously uniform typeset-
ting in Kai Ming’s announcement in Xin nüxing, where the exact and 
uninterrupted vertical lines of text appear as though standing upright 
at attention across the page.

Figure 2: Debut message from Linglong’s editors. LL 1 (1931), 34. Courtesy of C.V. Starr 
East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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As for what the texts say, Kai Ming printed its announcement out of 
determination to clarify its social and cultural purpose for those who do 
not seem to understand the kind of business it conducted. In a tone of 
some urgency, it begs to be distinguished from all that it disapproves of 
on the current market of books and magazines—what it considers 
despicably sensationalist and popular:

Our colleagues have established this publishing house with the specifi c mission of 
guiding culture and serving society. As for what is fashionable on the market—books 
and magazines that are salacious, base and harmful to youth with their so-called ‘sex-
ual knowledge’ and ‘sex education’—we refuse to ever be commissioned to sell such 
material, and even more so we would never feign the trade names of those kinds of 
organizations for the sake of printing and distributing [salacious material] on the sly. 
We henceforth make clear that we ceaselessly holdfast to these principles and shall 
never alter them.

 

20

e reason for the austere tone of this announcement is explained in 
what follows:

 ere have often been cases where publishers and readers within and outside of Shang-
hai come to our shop entreating to buy these sorts of publications. It is a great pity that 
they have not yet understood our sense of doing business, resulting in the immensely 
incommodious situation of our having to reject such requests on a daily basis.

21

ose at Kai Ming adamantly distance themselves from crass commer-
cialism, and their “sense of doing business” is clarified in the final por-
tion of the announcement. ey “use the most lucid of terms to make 
clear”  that:

Besides the two books that we have already published—Love and Marriage and Sexual 
Knowledge, which discuss information about sex by using an approach of serious and 
rigorous science—under no circumstance will we sell other kinds of books and maga-
zines that are salacious, base and only after commercial profi t.

 ‘ ’ ‘ ’ 
22

20) ‘Kai Ming shudian tebie qishi” , Xin Nüxing  [hereafter, 
XNX] 2:2 (1927), frontispiece.
21) XNX 2.2, frontispiece.
22) XNX 2.2, frontispiece.
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e announcement concludes with a direct message to those readers 
who seek the ignoble material that Kai Ming rejects:

To those who are keen on reading those kinds of publications, do not bother coming 
to our shop with your requests. As for those who have sent queries by letter from 
outside Shanghai, forgive that we will not be responding to your mail. Your pardon 
shall be our great fortune.

 23

Kai Ming’s effort to distinguish itself from publishers that it disap-
proved of indicates the tenuousness of any clear-cut distinction between 
elite and popular, or serious and sensationalist at this time (was confes-
sional May Fourth literature serious science or sensationalism, for 
example?). For Kai Ming, its clarification that it represented only 
respectable learned culture was necessary precisely because such distinc-
tions were not obvious to readers and other publishers.

In contrast to the stern tone of Kai Ming’s announcement, Linglong’s 
message from editors associates the magazine closely with the allure of 
movies. It uses the group photo of Hollywood movie stars to promote 
the magazine as on a par with international cinema culture as far as 
appeal is concerned:

[T]he gentlepersons who contribute articles are distinguished professionals—every 
word and every line are by experts in the know. Not a single sentence is the chatter of 
an amateur. We guarantee that after perusing [an issue], readers will surely have some 
gain in their taste and ideas and feel that our assembly of distinguished contributors is 
not at all inferior to the group of movie stars [pictured] above.

, , ,
, , , ,

.24

Indeed, Linglong functioned in part as a movie supplement, and the 
allure that it coveted caught the attention of artists who did commercial 

23) XNX 2.2, frontispiece. It might be easy to caricature Kai Ming’s austere stance. Yet, 
considering the centrality in the present study of how the topic of homosexuality is ad-
dressed during this period, it is important to note here that at least on this subject, Xin 
Nüxing was not monotonous. It printed a two-part translation of Edward Carpenter’s de-
fence of same-sex love as natural and equal to opposite-sex love—even idealizing and priv-
ileging the former by associating it with some of the highest achievements in art and 
civilization throughout history. See: XNX 4.4 (1929), 513-33; XNX 4.5 (1929), 605-22.
24) “Bianjizhe yan” , LL 1 (1931), 34.
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work; a number of yuefenpai  (calendar advertisement posters) 
indicate that the magazine was turned to as a reference for graphic 
design (Fig. 3). ough ubiquitous and having widespread appeal, cal-
endar posters, like movies, were categorically derided as “popular”—
common, base, unsophisticated—by influential intellectuals. Lu Xun, 
for one, had this to say about them: “Today…calendar posters are 
popular with ordinary people in Chinese society…Not only are calen-
dar painters unskilled but the subjects of their paintings are disgusting 
and depraved.”25 Attitudes like this are suggestive of how Linglong may 

25) Cited in Sherman Cochran, “Marketing Medicine and Advertising Dreams in China, 
1900-1950,” in Wen-hsin Yeh, ed., Becoming Chinese: Passages to Modernity and Beyond 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2004), 62-97; citation is on page 
62. As for the general attitude of intellectuals towards movies, Yingjin Zhang has noted 
that when the chair of Fudan University’s Drama Department, Hong Shen  (1894-
1955), accepted movie director Zhang Shichuan’s  (1899—1954) invitation to 
 assist the Mingxing yingpian gongsi  (Mingxing Film Company) in the 1920s, 

Figure 3: Calendar advertisement posters that are based on images that appear in Linglong. 
LL 40, (1931), cover; LL 55 (1932), 220; LL 179(1935), 762. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East 
Asian Library, Columbia University.
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have been perceived as a cultural product by some. ey prompt the 
questions: to what extent was Linglong like or unlike the kinds of “sal-
acious,” “base” and “harmful” publications that Kai Ming sought to 
distance itself from a few years before Linglong entered the market; and 
to what extent did Linglong take measures to avoid being perceived as 
salacious and harmful?

e types of images that appear in Linglong and Xin nüxing—and 
notably, the near absence of pictures in the latter—provide some sense 
of each publication’s comfort in colluding with the systems of urban 
mass culture upon which both relied, not to mention how they per-
ceived their target audiences. While Linglong’s pictures attracted com-
mercial artists, the few illustrations included in Xin nüxing are more in 
tune with the understated aesthetic of traditional literati paintings 
(done solely with brushwork in black ink) and the banhua  (wood-
block print) visual arts movement initiated by Lu Xun in the 1930s 
(that retained the literati aesthetic of black ink on white paper)—the 
latter having been aimed at promoting social awareness to the masses 
by using European avant-garde and folk, rather than “popular” com-
mercial styles (Fig. 4). When photographic images do appear in Xin 
nüxing, they almost invariably take the form of scientific close-ups—of 
insects, for example—or portraits (that focus on the face and refrain 
from depicting the body), usually of authors whose writings appear in 
the journal. In one instance, a photographic portrait of the deceased 
revolutionary martyr, Zhang Yilan  (1892-1927), is printed 
together with her more prominently featured calligraphic handwriting, 
which has long been regarded as the highest form of visual expression 
in China (Fig. 5). Preference for the written word and the understated 
literati visual aesthetic is unsurprising for a publication to which leading 
May Fourth intellectuals contributed.

Also unsurprising is Linglong’s patent commercialism, considering 
its place of production. Yet, significantly, the magazine attempted to 
offset this commercialism by subscribing to the “moral economy” that 

“the act was deplored by [Hong’s] colleagues and students as one that would degrade his 
professional status or even lead to the ‘prostitution of art’.” See: Yingjin Zhang, “Introduc-
tion: Cinema and Urban Culture in Republican Shanghai,” in Yingjin Zhang, ed., Cinema 
and Urban Culture in Shanghai, 1922-1943 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999), 
3-23; quote originates on page 5.
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Christopher Reed identifies as a crucial but often overlooked aspect of 
Chinese print capitalism, which was centred in Shanghai’s Wenhuajie 

 (Culture and education district).26 Linglong was the product of 
Sanhe chubanshe  (rice harmony publishing house), a 
division of Huashang sanhe gongsi  (rice harmony 

26) Christopher Reed, Gutenberg in Shanghai: Chinese Print Capitalism 1876-1937 
(Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2004), 16-22.

Figure 4: Illustrations from 1927 issues of Xin Nüxing. XNX 2.2, 244; XNX 2.1, 120; 
XNX 2.5, 504; XNX 2.5, 554; XNX 2.2, 218. Courtesy of Fudan Library.
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enterprises of Chinese merchants). e company was based in the heart 
of Shanghai’s bustling commercial district, Nanjing lu , home 
to China’s earliest department stores and the undisputed hub of fashion 
and luxury commodities. e centre of an unprecedented “commercial 
revolution” at the turn of the twentieth century, Nanjing Road was 
lined with shops and depots selling fabrics, jewellery, cosmetics and 
perfumes—all of which were advertised in Linglong.27 Indeed, Linglong 

27) On the “commercial revolution” of the early twentieth-century centred along Nanjing 
Road, see: Wellington K.K. Chan, “Selling Goods and Promoting a New Commercial 
Culture: the Four Premier Department Stores on Nanjing Road, 1917-1936,” in Sherman 

Figure 5: A portrait of Zhang Yilan in Xin nüxing with a sample of her handwriting taken 
from her diary. XNX 3.2 (1928), frontispiece. Courtesy of Fudan Library.
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was largely a marketing vehicle for its parent company, which adver-
tised its range of goods, including photography supplies, medicinal 
products, sports paraphernalia, and fashion accessories.28

According to Reed, while Wenhuajie was no less profit-oriented than 
Nanjing Road, commercialism was largely downplayed by those who iden-
tified with the district’s “non-commercial moral ideals,” rooted in the 
“deeply ingrained service ethic” of the traditional Confucian literati.29 
Located just a few blocks south of Nanjing Road along Fuzhou lu  
and its adjacent streets, enterprises in the Wenhuajie district specialized in 
items such as antiquarian books, stele rubbings, and wenfang sibao 

 (the four treasures of a scholar’s studio): brush, ink, ink stone, and 
paper.30 Home to approximately three hundred major and minor publish-
ing houses throughout the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-centuries, 
Wenhuajie was the hub of a textbook trade that by 1937 was producing 
eighty-six percent of books published in all of China.31 e traditional bias 
against commerce in China shifted drastically in the first decades of the 
twentieth century insofar as economic development was increasingly seen 
as crucial to national strengthening.32 Reed points out, however, that, “so 
much attention has been paid to commercialization of the late imperial 
economy that awareness of the older anticommercial Chinese literati ser-
vice ideal, essential for understanding Shanghai’s booksellers, has nearly 
been eclipsed.”33 He stresses that “the moral economy of the Chinese liter-
ati counter-balanced commodification of print culture in a historically and 
intellectually significant way between 1876 and 1937.”34

Cochran, ed., e Invention of Nanjing Road: Commercial Culture in Shanghai, 1900-1945 
(Ithaca, NY: East Asia Program, Cornell University, 1999), 19-36.
28) According to advertisements, Sanhe’s location on Nanjing Road—first at No. 56 and 
later relocated to No. 183—was also the location of a Zhongguo sheying gongyingshe 

 (China Society of Photographic Supplies), which sold cameras and 
developed and printed film. One advertisement proclaims: Quanguo shouchuang de Sanhe 
gongsi  (Sanhe enterprises—the nation’s pioneer). See: LL 186 
(1935), 1274. Advertisements for fabrics and fashions can be found in: LL 129 (1934), 
236; and LL 136 (1934), 681. Advertisements for cosmetics and hygiene products can be 
found in: LL 40 (1931), 1569; LL 51 (1932), 13 (h); LL 117 (1933), 2041.
29) Reed, Gutenberg in Shanghai, 209, 11, 19.
30) Reed, Gutenberg in Shanghai, 17.
31) Reed, Gutenberg in Shanghai, 207.
32) Chan, “Selling Goods,” 20.
33) Reed, Gutenberg in Shanghai, 18. Emphasis added.
34) Reed, Gutenberg in Shanghai, 18. Emphasis added.
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Reed’s insight is illustrated by how the traditional literati ideal associ-
ated with Wenhuajie influenced the articulated missions of both Xin 
nü xing and Linglong. Xin Nüxing’s content appears to be consistent with its 
publisher’s proclaimed ethic to serve society through serious science, as 
outlined in Kai Ming’s above announcement.35 More complex are Ling-
long’s gestures to cloak its commercial interests. Ironically, it capitalized on 
the moral and cultural cachet of the May Fourth legacy and it appropri-
ated the authoritative stance of the movement’s key players—as “teacher 
and guide” towards an enlightened future.36 Unlike Xin nüxing, famous 
May Fourth intellectuals did not write for Linglong, but from 1931 to 
1933, the magazine used calligraphy by the prominent May Fourth pro-
ponent Hu Shi  (1891-1962) for the page headers of its Changshi 

 (General knowledge) section (Fig. 6). Moreover, language in the 
magazine is often derived from liberatory May Fourth rhetoric, as when 
the old society is condemned in the name of new culture, and wuqiannian 
funü suo shouyapo de yichao jiefang  
(the tide of liberation from five thousand years of women’s oppression) is a 
recurrent theme.37 In language that echoes that of Kai Ming’s announce-
ment in Xin nüxing, Linglong declared its objective of supplying gaoshang 
yule  (dignified entertainment) as a means to jiu shehui  
(save society).38 e editors state in an early issue that:

because there is no proper entertainment to meet the needs of body and mind, it 
causes society to be restless… us, the lack of appropriate entertainment is a major 
problem that is generally recognized by sociologists… ose behind the present 
publication…put forth some solutions…for the sake of resolving these diffi  cult 
problems and relieving the common maladies of society [as a way to] confer benefi ts 
on the masses.

39

35) Advertisements in Xin nüxing are all for publications related to science, education and 
literary arts.
36) Rudolf G. Wagner, “e Canonization of May Fourth,” in Doleželová-Velingerová and 
Král, eds., e Appropriation of Cultural Capital, 66-120.
37) “Ben zazhi kuoda diyi sheng” , LL 181 (1935), 831.
38) “Jingji jiaoji zhi faqi—tiaoji shenghuo zhi kuzao” — , 
LL 30 (1931), 1176.
39) “Jingji,” LL 30, 1176.
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is high-minded mission to save society and simultaneous appeals to 
sensuous glamour both converge and collide in Linglong as reflected in 
the bricolage of the magazine’s content. Linglong, for example, revels in 
the allure of modern style, but at the same time shuns such style as 
frivolous: a pictorial supplement to the magazine featuring images of 
guixiu  (genteel women) is advertised as aimei de jiemeimen 
bukebukande (not to be missed by fellow 
sisters who are fond of beauty), yet readers are elsewhere admonished 
for being attracted to the very pleasures that the magazine provides.40 In 
its 1931 Guoqing jinian tekan  (Special national day 
commemorative issue), readers are criticized for being politically aloof 
and ignorant about such pressing matters as the military advance of the 
Japanese in northwest China:

Fellow sisters for the most part expend all their energy on dress, socializing, amuse-
ment, or home management. As for national aff airs, they usually do not pay any atten-
tion, preferring to read fi ction in bed and most defi nitely do not read newspapers and 
journals in detail. As for the violent invasion of the Japanese, the majority of us sisters 
only know that the situation exists, but do not know about its whys and wherefores. 
Linglong is a wake-up call for the women’s world.  us, in this week’s Special National 
Day Commemorative Issue, we will systematically recount the causes and eff ects of 
what the brutal Japanese bandits have done this time, to awaken fellow sisters from 
befuddlement and rescue [the nation] from its peril.

40) For this advertisement, see: LL 56 (1932), 245.

Figure 6: Headers for Linglong’s Changshi section in issues from 1931 to1933 that feature 
calligraphy by Hu Shi. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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e two magazine covers that sandwich this solemn article, however, 
bank on surface appeal. One shows a genteel studio photograph of a 
woman posing with spring blossoms, while the other shows a glossy 
nude (Fig. 7). Moreover, while the magazine vehemently condemns the 
cruelties of Japanese military aggression, images of Japanese movie 
stars, unique folk customs and young children at play are featured 
admiringly in other issues.42

41) Guonan niaokan” , LL 30 (1931), 1099-1100.
42) On the cruelties of Japanese military aggression, see: “Riben baoxing de yuanyin” 

, LL 30 (1931), 1100. For glamorous Japanese movie stars see: “Riben dian-
ying mingxing Youchuan Jingjiang [Natsukawa Shizue]” , LL 16 
(1931), 575(h); and “Riben dianying nümingxing—Sangye Daozi [Kuwano Michiko] 

Figure 7: “National Day Special Commemorative Issue” from 1931. LL 30 (1931), covers. 
Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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ese ambiguous juxtapositions are signified by the term za 
 (sundry, mixed, heterogeneous), which encapsulates Linglong’s com-

posite quality—its miscellany of divergent rhetorical modes and rep-
resentational genres. It also seems to describe a rather harried production 
process, understandably the result of having to churn out an issue every 
week, as evidenced by several careless misprints; examples include an 
image that is printed upside down (Fig. 8), an image that makes it to 
print twice in separate issues (Fig. 9) and numerous cases of characters 
typeset sideways. It is worth noting that Linglong refers to itself as zazhi 

 (magazine)—literally, “sundry records” or “miscellany”—rather 
than huabao  (pictorial), as does the large format photo journal 
Liangyou. Liangyou huabao was the undisputed flagship and longest-
running pictorial of the Republican period, and Linglong seems to have 
measured itself up to it, as when the latter assured readers in an early 
promotional message that the quality of Linglong’s content surpasses 
those “dazazhi”  (big magazines) on the market—almost cer-
tainly a reference to the “bigness” of Liangyou in the dual sense of size 
(it is nearly four times Linglong’s measurements) and clout.43

e shining light of Liangyou yinshua gongsi  (e 
Young Companion Publishing Company), whose personnel had links 
to the publishing giant Shangwu yinshu guan  (Commercial 
Press), the semi-bilingual Liangyou was an eminent arbiter of taste that 
prided its pioneering print technology and journalistic professionalism, 
both of which Linglong could not claim in the same way as a product of 
a more obscure company that dabbled in publishing among other 
trades. In a special commemorative feature to mark Liangyou’s hun-
dredth issue, readers are taken behind the scenes and introduced step 
by step (via thirty-six sequential images) to the painstaking process of 
creating a single issue, from editing to publishing.44 It would certainly 
be surprising to find in the carefully laid out spreads of Liangyou—

nüshi liang ge butong zhuangshi” — , LL 
217 (1935), 4264-5. For unique Japanese folk customs, see: “Riben gudai youyongfa” 

, LL 256 (1936), 3060. For young children at play, see: “Riben ertong zhi 
youxi” , LL 221 (1936), 171.
43) “Kuaikuai yuding” , LL 1 (1931), 24.
44) “Liangyou cong bianji zhi chuban” , Liangyou [hereafter LY] 100 
(1934) 9-11.
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issued monthly—the same kind of perfunctory mistakes found in Ling-
long (I have not come across any examples so far). Liangyou’s abundance 
of images—often meticulously cropped or given fine individual bor-
ders, unlike in Linglong—are more carefully categorized and presented 
under the immense range of topics that it covered, typically in photo-
journalist fashion, and its featured layouts are at times attributed to 
named journalists and editors. Indeed, Liangyou was keen on introdu-
cing its editors and staff to readers, individually by name along with 
their portraits, a practice not seen at all in Linglong, whose editors and 
staff remain elusive.

e central trope of sisterhood and heavy reliance on its audience for 
material, as well as an interest in depicting a wider range of feminin-
ities, sets Linglong apart, at least from Xin nüxing and Liangyou. While 
Xin nüxing tended to address women’s biology and sexuality as objects 

Figure 8: Misprint in: LL 4 (1931), 45. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia 
University.
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of social and scientific discourse, Linglong typically interacted directly 
with “fellow sisters” as subjects. Among other things, it regularly pro-
vided practical information about the personal daily concerns of women 
and their bodies, such as those related to menstruation, leucorrhea and 
birth control.45 Liangyou did not deal with women’s sexuality, but like Xin 
Nüxing, it tended also to address women as objects of social discourse; its 
abundance of striking female images typically appear as more or less decor-
ative signifiers of modernity and refined taste, or as symbols in poetic 
reflections—on solitude in one case and youthful life in another, for 
example.46 In a general comparison with Liangyou’s more conventional 

45) See: LL 97 (1933), 766; LL 152 (1934), 1733.
46) “Jimo de xin” , LY 58 (1930), 36; “Rensheng jihe, qingchun nanzai” 

, LY 111 (1934), 32-3.

Figure 9: An image that made it to print twice, presumably by mistake, in: LL 46 (1932), 
1844; and LL 64 (1932), 643. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia 
University.
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depictions of women, Linglong broadened standard notions of femininity 
by delighting in images of masculine women. At one point when Liangyou 
reported on the trend among European and American women to cross-
dress, it did so in a feature called Xin buxin youni  (Believe it 
or not), along with other difficult-to-fathom matters like a child orchestra 
whose youngest member was only twenty-two months old, a man who 
officiated at one hundred thousand weddings, and a robot that could walk, 
talk, smoke cigarettes and spit fire (Fig. 10).

Linglong, on the other hand, celebrated this trend with a full page 
collage showing images of Marlene Dietrich and two other Hollywood 
stars in men’s suits, accompanied by a headline that refers to these 
women as Haolaiwu de nüyingxong  (Female heroes of 

Figure 10: “Believe it or Not” that reports on the the cross-dressing of European and 
American women (bottom left), featured in: LY 76 (1931). Courtesy of Shanghai Library.
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Hollywood) (Fig. 11).47 e portrayals in Liangyou and Linglong of 
the record-breaking female long jumper, Li Miao , also illustrate 
 differences in how the two magazine’s tended to portray women and 
femininity. In Liangyou, a full-page feature on Li forms part of a two-
page spread with a corresponding feature about a male champion ath-
lete; she is thus presented as the female counterpart of athletic prowess 
(Fig. 12). e exact same image of Li that appears in Liangyou is more 
prominently featured on one of Linglong’s covers, where Li alone is 

47) LL 96(1933), 733. In another instance, an image of Katherine Hepburn in men’s 
costume is juxtaposed with a comparable image of an actor in a way that shows how well 
she carries this masculine look; see: LL 258 (1936), 3239-40. A fashion illustration of 
sportswear for women is captioned: “At times when women wear men’s clothing, [the 
clothes] look even better than when worn by men” (

). See: “Wangqiu zhuang” , LL 53 (1932), 119.

Figure 11: “Female Heroes of Hollywood,” featured in: LL 96 (1933), 733. Courtesy of 
C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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spotlighted (Fig. 13). e accompanying images in each magazine 
show Li in drastically different guises. Liangyou chose to print a more 
generically feminine portrait of Li in a spring dress and gentle pose 
beside a house plant, whereas the portrait insert of Li on Linglong’s 
cover has more in common with the portrait of the male athlete fea-
tured opposite Li in the Liangyou spread. Like the close-up image of the 
male athlete’s face (seen in the top right corner of the spread in 
Liangyou), Li’s face is captured from a low camera angle that looks 
up to her while she looks down at the camera’s lens, confidently 
 confronting it and, in turn, the viewer’s gaze with her own assertive 
glance. Linglong has chosen this majestic portrait of Li to match her 
athletic accomplishments rather than affirm her femininity, as does 
Liangyou. e same kind of assertiveness and masculinity appears in 
an image of the athlete Lan Diqing . is picture functioned 
to endorse the magazine as it is printed along with a message that 

Figure 12: Li Miao highlighted in Liangyou 110 (1934), 17. Courtesy of Shanghai Library.
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Lan was invited to write in dedication to Linglong and its readers 
(Fig. 14).48

Liangyou regularly dedicated pages to the “women’s world” that 
include the same kinds of friendship images found in Linglong, and in 
some instances the exact same pictures appear in both (possibly when 
their subjects are the daughters of prominent society personalities). 
While these images correspond with Liangyou’s general theme of friend-
ship and companionship, Linglong’s trope of sisterhood frames these 
pictures in a way that generates a different dynamic of meanings inter-
nal to the magazine—a printed context that lays emphasis on female 
solidarity and even exclusivity, even as it proffered this exclusive world 
to the gaze of readers. San de xiaoyong  (e usefulness of a 

48) For a full translation of this message from Lan Diqing, see: Gao Yunxiang, “Nationalist 
and Feminist Discourses on Jianmei (Robust beauty) during China’s ‘National Crisis’ in the 
1930s, Gender and History, 18.3 (2006):546-73; see page 549 for citation.

Figure 13: Cover featuring record-breaking long-jumper, Li Miao for LL 208 (1935), cover. 
Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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parasol) is a case in point, as it playfully asserts that in addition to 
 providing a touch of style, the virtues of a parasol are such that it can 
shield two intimate friends, or zhixin de pengyou (soul-
mates), from the intrusive gazes of men as the two female companions 
have a leisurely stroll together through a garden (Fig. 15). Liangyou on 
the other hand lacks such devices of exclusivity and is more straight-
forward about making the women’s world accessible to general interest. 
Indeed, as a general interest magazine, the activities of women are pre-
sented in Liangyou as only one among the gamut of topics that it cov-
ered, from politics and current events to the arts, entertainment and the 
must-know personalities in all these fields. On the occasions that Ling-
long did embrace political issues and current events, these were usually 
addressed specifically in relation to the women’s world or how they 
affect fellow sisters.

In spite of its token contempt for the trivialities of modern style, 
Linglong enhanced its surface appeal by printing substantial contribu-

Figure 14: Miss Lan Diqing and her praise for Linglong and China’s women. LL 128 (1934), 
160-1. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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tions from its audience, including candid images of daily life and studio 
portraits. In this way, the magazine provided readers with a platform 
for self-presentation and gave them the opportunity to participate in 
setting trends, which must have contributed to its appeal. Reader’s 
images are in one instance presented in a fashion spread in the same 
way that movie star images are used for this purpose, thus placing read-

Figure 15: “ e Usefulness of a Parasol.” LL 39 (1931), 1528. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East 
Asian Library, Columbia University.
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ers on a par with the stars as models of new style.49 e magazine also 
functioned as a showcase for reader’s talents, like when it featured works 
by amateur photographers: one example attributed to a Miss Ting Na 
depicts a Miss Zhou Luxia in a studied composition reminiscent of 
reclining figures in European paintings.50 In the caption for another 
candid image sent in by readers, who chose not to accord with the trope 
of sisterhood, the magazine makes clear that it was duly following 
instructions on how the image should be labelled: San xiongdi—tamen 
ziji shuode  (ree brothers—in their own 
words) (Fig. 16).

Linglong’s negotiations with readers on how to proceed with its pub-
lishing program diverges from what seems to be the more unified 
visions of what Xin nüxing and Liangyou were in the business of doing 
culturally—the former having been fixed on disseminating serious sci-
entific knowledge and the latter on setting a standard of professional 
(photo)journalism and modern taste in China, as mentioned above. In 

49) Compare, for example, “Xunchun” , LL 182 (1936), 944-5 with “Yinmu shang de 
xinzhuang” , LL 54 (1932), 172-3.
50) “Zhongxi nüshu Zhou Luxia nüshi yuying” , LL 27 (1931), 
988.

Figure 16: “‘ ree Brothers’—in their own words.” LL 164 (1934), 2514. Courtesy of 
C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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other words, if these first impressions of Xin nüxing and Liangyou are 
correct, they were both self-conscious about being cultural leaders in 
how they conducted their businesses. Conversely, Linglong did not have 
the same cohesive sense of purpose beyond engaging readers for the 
sake of commercial viability. For one, it began publication without a set 
template for how it would present its material, or even what it would 
include among its content. According to its regular messages to readers, 
a table of contents was not included in each issue, nor was fiction or its 
Wenyi  (Literary arts) section, until these were requested by readers 
partway into its first year in print.51 e legal advice column, Falu 
guwen  (Legal consultant), was not included until partway 
into its second year in print, also in response to requests.52 It seems then 
that Linglong’s close interaction with readers was as much a good turn 
in allowing them to voice and exchange ideas as it was a practice in 
niche-marketing. e complexities of Linglong as a cultural product, 
then, lies in how it stayed in tune with readers’ interests and tastes so it 
could deliver accordingly, while at the same time adhering to the sway 
of public opinion for its own benefit. All of the above were geared 
towards marketability. ese complexities account for the tensions in 
the magazine, between its inclination for cutting-edge and playful 
iconoclasm and its conformism and token gestures to avoid explicit 
transgressions of mainstream respectability.

Making ‘Opposite-Sex Love’

While diverse views are expressed in Linglong on the numerous topics it 
covered, the same cannot be said for the issue of marriage rejection—
referred to as bujia zhuyi  (the ideology of not marrying) or 
dushen zhuyi  (the ideology of remaining single). Despite 
alarmist claims that the majority of educated young women prefer not 
to marry, there are no clear articulations of support for the choice to 
remain unwed. Indeed, rejection of marriage is discussed with appre-
hension in the magazine and denied social validity. An advice column 

51) “Bianjizhe yan” , LL 22 (1931), 814(h); “Bianjizhe yan” , LL 33 
(1931), 1296(h).
52) “Bianjizhe yan” , LL 56 (1932), 282.
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letter asks, for example: Bao dushen zhuyi xiangyi fo 
 (Is adopting the ideology of not marrying suitable or not?).53 In 

reply, Linglong asserts: Dagai jiehun zhe wei changtai, bao dushen zhuyi zhe 
wei biantai, wusuo wei xiangyi, wusuo wei buxiang ye 

, , ,  (Generally 
speaking, those who marry are normal, and those who adopt the ideology 
of not marrying are not normal. ere is no such thing as ‘suitable’ or 
‘unsuitable’).54

Same-sex love is forcefully stigmatized and targeted for regulation 
insofar as it obstructs marriage. In another advice column letter, the 
writer pen-named Baoyu tells of her loveless marriage, an inti-
mate female friend and her feeling that: tongxing’ai zhi jiehe bi yixing de 
jiangu’er weida  (same-sex unions 
between women are more resolute and noble than opposite-sex unions).55 
She writes that, while her marriage has deteriorated, the qinggan 
(feelings) between her and her female friend have rizengyiri  
(intensified by the day).56 e two women made vows of zongshen 
shengsi zhijiao  (remaining with each other forever), and 
they arranged to shixing tongju zhi jiehe  (authenticate 

53) “Jiehun shifo kuaile” , LL 217 (1935), 4231-2. 
54) “Jiehun,” LL 217, 4231-2. Bujia zhi le  is an article translated from an Amer-
ican paper, but the title of this article is deceiving. It has been printed in Linglong so that 
these joys could be negated by editorial commentary, which disqualifies the arguments in 
favour of remaining unwed to reaffirm the value of marriage. See: LL 284 (1937), 1288-
1289. Dushen zhuyi de nüzi  ostracizes women who remain unwed by at-
tempting to rationalize why they do so: “Do they actually enjoy going through life in such 
a lonely way?” ( ? ). Yet the article is 
not so straightforward: the third and final reason given in this article for why some women 
do not marry creates a rift in the general tenor of the article, citing the diligent pursuit of 
higher education as what appears to be a legitimate reason. In addition to this, the article’s 
subtitle ascribes the choice to remain unwed to worldliness: Baojing shigu bugan jia 

. e logic of what opens and concludes this article implies that there may be 
sensible reasons for not marrying, but these ideas are conveyed ambiguously. See: LL 62 
(1932), 534.
55) “Buyao wule yisheng xingfu” , LL 79 (1932), 1354-6. e pen 
name Baoyu appears to be a reference to the ambiguously gendered protagonist of e Story 
of the Stone (or e Dream of the Red Chamber). By adopting this penname, the writer may 
be referring to how, in the novel, Baoyu much prefers spending time in the female quarters 
of his family’s mansion, and to his famous declaration that he feels dirty around boys (who 
are filthy like mud) but clean around girls (who are pure like water). See: Xueqin Cao, e 
Story of the Stone: A Novel in Five Volumes, trans. by David Hawkes and John Minford 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1979).
56) “Buyao,” LL 79, 1354-5.
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their union by living together) after two years.57 Baoyu asserts her view 
that female-female unions are superior to opposite-sex unions with 
conviction. However, Linglong reacted to Baoyu’s letter by cautioning: 
Buyao wule yisheng xingfu  (Do not forfeit a life-
time’s wellbeing).58 

Considered viable by Baoyu, partnerships between women are 
aggressively denounced in Linglong’s reply, which reiterates a patholo-
gizing discourse on same-sex love that appears in about a dozen articles 
found in issues of the magazine from 1932 to 1936:

Regarding the absurdity of same-sex love, we have already discussed it in Linglong 
more than a few times. Because same-sex love is an act of giving oneself up to a dissi-
pated life that completely violates natural laws, the result can only be that it will cause 
a person to be mentally feeble and spiritually degenerate. Moreover, it very easily gives 
rise to thoughts of suicide. As for all this, it verifi es that same-sex love is irrational, full 
of harm, and has no advantages.

, . 
, , , 

. , .59

Baoyu is advised to free herself from the woes of same-sex love by find-
ing enjoyment in being a wife and mother. Along the same vein, another 
article advises that heterosexual love can remedy the maladies of same-
sex love, and asserts that the fundamental problem with female-female 
desire is that: duiyu zhengchang de jiehun shenghuo, qie you zu’ai

, (with regard to normal married life, it cer-
tainly creates impediments).60

e pathologizing of same-sex love first appears in Linglong with 
catastrophic news reports involving female lovers: double suicides and 
a high profile murder case from 1932, which involved the fatal stabbing 

57) “Buyao,” LL 79, 1354-5.
58) “Buyao,” LL 79, 1354.
59) “Buyao,” LL 79, 1356.
60) On heterosexual love as a cure for same-sex love, the author states: “I once witnessed 
with my own eyes a female friend who, having experienced a loss of love with someone of 
the same-sex, becamse disheartened, apathetic and unhappy…Afterwards, her family got 
to the bottom of it and introduced her to a male friend. Only then was her mental anguish 
gradually alleviated” ( ,  … 

, , . ). See: 
“Tongxing’ai zhi yuanyin yu bihai  ,” LL 163 (1934), 2426-8. 
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of Liu Mengying by her lover Tao Sijin .61 e Liu-Tao 
story is followed closely in Linglong and photographs of the assailant 
and victim are printed as a follow up to the reports, which further sen-
sationalized the story (Fig. 17). ese media spectacles of suicide and 
violence cast female-female desire as deviant and harmful. Moreover, 
the theories of the British sexologist Havelock Ellis are cited with 

61) One report on the double suicide of a young couple gives the following account: 
“Graduate of Southeast Women’s Middle School, Cai Huifang, felt deeply unsatisfied be-
cause she was betrothed as a child to Lu Jinsheng, who is from a rich and prosperous family, 
but obtuse by nature, without a proper vocation. Born into a family where marriage is not 
free, Cai had no alternative. Recently, as the wedding day approached, Cai, together with a 
Miss Sun Jingxian—the two of whom had relations of same-sex love—put on funeral gar-
ments, threw themselves into the sea and died” ( , 

 ‘ ’, , , , 
, , , 

). See: “Tongxing’ai liangnu zisha” , LL 42 (1932), 1667. Another 
reported case of an attempted double suicide involved young female lovers who swallowed 
liquid sedatives together to escape the woes of their arranged marriages. See: “Tongxing’ai 
budi yixing’ai” , LL 79 (1932), 1377.

Figure 17: “Tao Sijing, who killed Liu Mengying for same-sex love” (left). LL 50 (1932), 
2072-3. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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respect to the Liu-Tao case to explain how female same-sex love is 
potentially more dangerous than same-sex love between men:

[Havelock] Ellis would say that in same-sex love, most males assume the female role 
and thus their behaviour is relatively gentle; as such, disappointment in love often 
leads to suicide. In the case of women, because they assume the male role, [disappoint-
ment] often leads to violent behaviour, therefore disappointment in love often leads to 
fi erce and brutal actions.

, , , , 
. , .62

Implied in this logic is that, whereas effeminate men are feeble and 
ineffectual, women who act like men are most threatening to the gender 
hierarchy because they assume positions of power. Indeed, female same-
sex love was problematic because it was conflated with the unconven-
tional gender behaviour that was associated with modern women:

Same-sex love has become ever more fashionable.  e clothing of women is increas-
ingly more like that of men. Women’s cutting their hair short has become a trend all 
over the world! Women’s donning men’s-style coats and men’s trousers is certainly a 
symptom of the fad of same-sex love.

. , . , 
, , .63

While female-female desire is linked to unconventional modern 
women, it is at the same time declared a consequence of China’s repres-
sive old society, which is condemned for preventing women from fully 
expressing their natural desires for men. Customs like the segregation 
of the sexes, confinement of women, and arranged marriages are each 
singled out as factors that lead to the problem of same-sex love, which 
hinders China from keeping up with Europe and America: 

Why is same-sex love so widespread in China and why is it not common in foreign 
countries? I believe the reason is simply that in Europe and America, socializing is 

62) “Tongxing’ai” , LL 264 (1936), 3654. Havelock Ellis’s theories were among the 
most influential ideas perpetuated in China through translations. He conceived of 
homosexuality as a condition of sexual inversion and saw same-sex desire in masculine 
women as particularly abnormal, in contrast to the harmless sex play between properly 
feminine girls, whom he assumed would naturally move on to normative relations with 
men. See: Tze-lan Deborah Sang, e Emerging Lesbian: Female Same-sex Desire in Modern 
China (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003), 24-5.
63) “Tongxing’ai,” 3654.
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open, and interaction and love between males and females is completely free.  us, 
such perverse sexual desires do not emerge. 

64

Echoing May Fourth New Culture rhetoric, demands for women’s 
emancipation and freedom of love are trumpeted in Linglong along 
with the assertion that same-sex love has no place in liberated modern 
society. ese calls for women’s liberation and progress ultimately 
reconfigured conventional gender norms by rendering heterosexuality 
compulsory. One article concludes, for example: wei fanghuanweiran, 
duiyu’ Cizhong e’xi zhibihai…xu kuanfang jiaoji, shandao zhi ru yixing’ai 
de zhenggui , … , 

 (to take preventative measures against the maladies 
of this vice [ie. same-sex love]…there needs to be a broadening and 
freeing of social interaction [between the sexes], which conduces to 
guiding [young women] toward the correct path of opposite-sex love).65 
Reforming how males and females socialize was thus necessary for a 
healthy new nation and Linglong contributed to this task by romanti-
cizing  heterosexual love as natural and modern.

Articles on love, kissing, and new ways for men and women to inter-
mingle in modern society appear regularly in Linglong, particularly in 
issues from its first few years in print. Much of Linglong’s content is 
devoted to normalizing women’s desire for men and informing readers 
about new forms of social interaction between the sexes. Aside from 
constructing an exotic image for the magazine, these depictions instil in 
readers the notion that it is women’s nature to long for relations with 
men. Young women are urged not to be like congqiande nüzi 

 (women from the past) who: mei yiwei jiejin nanxing…wei chashi
…  (all considered being around men…

shameful). It is asserted that: Zheshi wujie, zheshi jiulijiao hairen 
,  (is is a misunderstanding—an old concept 

of propriety that is harmful).66 Engaging in proper romantic relations 
with men is conveyed as a natural part of maturing into attractive 
women; the caption printed alongside an image of a Hollywood starlet 

64) “Tongxing’ai shi shensheng de ma?” ?, LL 62 (1932), 534.
65) “Tongxing’ai zhi yuanyin yu bihai”, LL 163 (1934), 2426-8.
66) “Wode jiaoji” , LL 1 (1931), 10.
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claims that: yige nüzi…daole tong yige nanzi xiang’ai zhihou jiu…
biancheng yige you xuxianmei he pingguoliande meilinüzi ...

...
(when a girl is in love with a man … she transforms into a beautiful 

woman) (Fig. 18).67 What is implied here is that the secret to a movie 
star’s glamour is the love she shares with a man. Indeed, making friends 
with members of the opposite-sex is said elsewhere to have remarkable 
benefits for the minds and bodies of young people, while individuals 
who lack such relations are bound to become dejected and filled with 
envy.68

67) “Nüzi lian’ai shi de mei” , LL 13 (1931), 460.
68) According to this article: “No matter what, males and females upon reaching adoles-
cence will inevitably want to strain every nerve to get close to members of the opposite sex 

Figure 18: “ e Beauty of a Woman in Love.” LL 13 (1931), 460. Courtesy of C.V. Starr 
East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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Particularly in its first few years of publication, Linglong regularly 
printed images of kissing from European and Hollywood cinema 
(Fig. 19). at virtually none of these images are of Chinese actors 
indicates the foreignness of this practice at the time and the magazine 

and make an opposite-sex friend. is is so for everyone. Suppose a young person is walk-
ing alone, and suddenly coming the other way are a male and female couple walking shoul-
der to shoulder, conversing and laughing. e young person will surely feel a deep inner 
grievance, and moreover become envious” (

, , ; , 
, , , , ). e 

article goes on to expound that while having an opposite-sex friend can fulfil one’s natural 
desires, it is also beneficial in other ways that encompass moral dimensions of self-improve-
ment and mutual care between men and women. “Jiao yixing pengyou”  LL 29 
(1931), 1065-66. 

Figure 19: “Kiss!” (bottom left). LL 152 (1934), 1744-5. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian 
Library, Columbia University.
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exploited this exoticism to entice readers and present itself as cutting 
edge. While kissing was denounced by some critics as un-Chinese and 
unhygienic, it is generally represented in Linglong as a bold and pas-
sionate display of love. One article proclaims that in contrast to China, 
kissing is practiced freely and even publicly in Europe, and young 
women are urged in another article not to be squeamish about it 
because such behaviour makes women appear meek and hopeless.69 
A layout of images in another issue shows a woman initiating a kiss 
to demonstrate how women can actively pursue intimacy with men 
(Fig. 20). Bold as these representations may have been, they were none-
theless implicated in what Tze-lan Deborah Sang calls a “regimentation 

69) “Shengdanjie zhong zhi qushi” , LL 41 (1931), 1648; “Wo duiyu 
jiewen biaoshi” , LL 3 (1931), 76-7.

Figure 20: “ ree Steps” to initiating a kiss: pursue, beguile, engage. LL 152 (1934), 1714. 
Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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of desire” that constructs heterosexuality as normal and compulsory 
while categorizing alternative desires as deviant.70

Marriage is actively endorsed in Linglong while the trend among 
educated young women to reject marriage is derided. “Chujia”  
(On marrying) is a testimonial by the author Yue Zhen , who 
describes her transition from a middle-school girl determined never to 
marry to a happy newly-wed. Yue Zhen expresses how happy married 
life has turned out to be and scorns her former resistance to marriage as 
zhenshi haoxiao (truly laughable) and doucuole
(entirely mistaken).71 Yue Zhen goes on to proclaim the joy she feels 
thus far, having been married all of two months. What is important to 
note here is the underlying gender ideology of the Chinese terminology 

70) Sang, Emerging Lesbian, 15.
71) “Chujia” , LL 3 (1931), 85.

Figure 21: “Marrying” by Yuezhen. LL 3 (1931), 84. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian 
Library, Columbia University.
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for marrying used in the title of Yue Zhen’s article (Fig. 21). e gender 
specific chujia—literally “marrying out”—marks the patriarchal status 
quo whereby a married woman joins her husband’s clan as an outsider 
with no official independent standing of her own. “Chujia” thus recon-
figures the male-centred gender hierarchy through heteronormative 
marriage.

Marriage is again upheld in “Yonghu Wang Baoqun furen—Bao 
Zhining de hunyin”  (In support of 
‘Mrs. Wang Boqun’—Bao Zhining’s wedding), which celebrates the 
marriage of Wang, Shanghai’s Minister of Communications, and Miss 
Bao, a university graduate. e article asserts that, hunyin de mudi, shi 
zuiqiu xingfu ,  (the purpose of marriage is to 
pursue happiness), and Miss Bao is commended for her decision to 
marry, in contrast to the majority of university graduates who reject 
marriage—an astonishing ninety percent of them, it claims. e article 
is reactionary in its alarmism as it asserts that education has made 
women arrogant and unruly. Choosing to remain unwed is dismissed 
on the basis that: nanhun nüjia, benshi zirandebiaoxian, buneng yi 
zhishi’er shou zhipei 

(marriage between men and women is a fundamental manifesta-
tion of nature and cannot be governed by human intellect).72 A stylish 
image of Miss Bao on her wedding day accompanies the article that 
exalts her marriage (Fig 22). Likewise, other images of stylish brides 
glamorize new-style weddings as modern and desirable: part and parcel 
of an up-to-date lifestyle, as suggested in a layout of images that 
brings together the latest in bridal fashions and home décor (Fig. 23). 
Furthermore, the cover for a special feature issue on children associates 
two images—one of a modern couple, the other of children—to invoke 
the expectation that heterosexual romance will yield progeny, referred 
to as: Zhongguo zhi jianglai zhuren  (the future mas-
ters of China) (Fig. 24). e making of heteronormative desire is thus 
implicated in concerns with class, respectability and national conscious-
ness.

72) “Yonghu Wang Baoqun furen—Bao Zhining de hunyin” —
, LL 16 (1931), 543-5.(h).
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Figure 22: “In Support of ‘Mrs. Wang Boqun’—Bao Zhining’s Weddding.” LL 16 (1931), 
543-4. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.

Figure 23: “ e New-style Dress of New-style Brides” and “Contemporary Interior 
Décor.” LL 122 (1933), 2337; 2344 [sic]. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian 
Library, Columbia University.
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To affirm marriage and family as fundamental to a woman’s duty in 
life, articles outline the benefits of marriage and provide tips on how 
women can ensure that love and marriage will last. One article teaches 
women how to maintain love after marriage, while another outlines the 
responsibilities of modern wives.73 e latter states that in contrast to 
wives in old-style families (misguidedly represented as mere puppets of 
their husbands): modeng qizi chule zhijia zhiwai, weiyi de zeren, shi zao-
cheng yige xingfu de jiating , , 

 (modern wives, besides managing the house-
hold, have the principle responsibility of creating a happy family).74 To 
do so, modern wives ought to pay attention to household décor, oversee 
the moral discipline of sons and daughters, and enhance the love 
between her and her husband.75 A different discursive strategy is used 
in “Wo weishenme yao jia”  (Why I chose to marry) by 

73) “Zhenyang weichi hunhou de aiqing” , LL 49 (1932), 1989-90. 
“Modeng qizi de zeren” , LL 80 (1932), 1397.
74) “Modeng qizi,” LL 80 (1932), 1397.
75) “Modeng qizi,” LL 80 (1932), 1397.

Figure 24:  e cover of a special feature issue on children. LL 167 (1935), cover. Courtesy 
of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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a Miss Xuefen , who persuades independent career-minded 
women to find value in marriage. Trained as an obstetrician, Xuefen 
explains that she is devoted to her profession and does not like to 
depend on others. Marriage nevertheless has its benefits and Xuefen 
outlines the pragmatic aspects of having a husband: it allows for mutual 
emotional support and makes professional ambitions of a larger scope 
more viable, since man and wife can join forces. is has proven suc-
cessful for Xuefen herself, who married a doctor, though she is quick to 
emphasize that she and her husband cooperate on equal terms and that 
matrimony has not dampened her independent spirit.76

Discourse, Power and Subtexts

Considering the influence that progressive discourse acquired following 
the May Fourth and New Culture movements, arguments like those 
put forth by Xuefen that appropriate the rhetoric of enlightenment 
held significant potential to affect individuals who had ambitions for 
social station and prestige in mainstream culture. Indeed, readers 
turned to Linglong for answers during a period of flux and letters from 
its advice column frequently include words of gratitude to the publica-
tion: for being hei’an yinlu de mingdeng  (a guiding 
light in a tunnel of darkness), in one instance.77 e standpoint from 
which Linglong provided guidance, however, was informed by the 

76) “Wo weishenme yao jia” , LL 41 (1931), 1608. Xuefen writes, “I…
know all too well the difficulties of earning a livelihood independently. erefore, I chose 
to get married…However, [the reason I chose to marry] is not because I wanted to rely on 
someone. My primary motive was to cooperate with my husband. He is also a doctor, and 
we are now running a practice together…Expenses are the same as before, but business is 
much improved. We are much better able to sustain our livelihoods because our income has 
more than doubled. Our expenditures, in comparison to running a practice individually, 
are not that much higher. is is where we have gained an advantage” (

. . . 
. . . . 

. . . . 
).

77) LL 129 (1934), 207. e writer of another letter tells that she does not have any friends 
to help her with problems so she is grateful that she can turn to the magazine. LL 49 
(1932), 1997.
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mounting authority of May Fourth New Culture, as seen in the response 
to Baoyu cited above.78

When presenting new knowledge that told against same-sex love, 
Linglong cited the prominent May Fourth figure Xie Bingxin  
(pen name of Xie Wanying , 1900-99), who gave a speech on 
the subject to an audience of middle-school girls. Member of an elite 
class of May Fourth women, Xie Bingxin reveals in her speech the com-
plex relationship between conflicting personal and social desires in rela-
tion to concerns of respectability. e transcript reads like a confessional, 
a public cathartic exercise to correct former ignorance and reform past 
woes of her personal involvement in same-sex relations. Indeed, Xie 
Bingxin’s speech is an illustration of Sang’s observation that, “[t]he 
seemingly liberatory discourse [of ‘freedom of love’] succeeded in incul-
cating a rejection of same-sex passion as either naïve or base in some of 
the period’s most radical women.”79 ey are an example of how the 
obdurate May Fourth stance instilled a regimen of self-regulation 
among learned women who sought purpose and prestige in the May 
Fourth cause.

e introduction of “Bingxin yanjiang tongxing’ai” 
 (Bingxin gives a speech on same-sex love) informs that the tran-

script first appeared in Shanghai ribao  (Shanghai daily) 
(though there is no indication of when).80 at Xie Bingxin’s speech was 
deemed worthy of reprinting in Linglong marks her status as a cultural 
figure, attributable to her position as a prestigious writer with a global 
profile.81 e language of Xie Bingxin’s speech contrasts with much of 

78) Letters in the magazine’s advice column give a sense of the realities faced by women who 
were inspired by the feminist ideas advocated in the magazine. In one letter, a sixteen year 
old student writes about her predicament of wanting to oppose her family, who have ar-
ranged for her to marry against her wish to continue studying for the sake of becoming 
self-reliant: “As I am a student who has not completed junior middle school, my studies 
cannot but be forsaken if I get married….I want to oppose my mother and separate myself 
from the family. However, the expenses for my schooling are provided entirely by them. 
If I resist, my studies will be forced into a state of confusion (

, , … ,  
. , ). See: “Zaohun yu qiuxue” 

, LL 258 (1936), 3189.
79) Sang, Emerging Lesbian, 26.
80) “Bingxin yanjiang tongxing’ai” , LL 246 (1936), 2131-4.
81) Linglong’s introduction about Xie Bingxin before the transcribed speech highlights her 
domestic status and international mobility: “Ms. Xie Bingxin, well known in Chinese 
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what typically appears in Linglong, having a more archaic literary style and 
a self-deprecating pomposity that is reminiscent of the traditional literati. 
She begins by setting a tone of humility as she recalls her early struggles as 
a student.82 On the topic of same-sex love, Xie Bingxin reiterates the logic 
that female-female desire is a consequence of China’s old-society repres-
sion. ough speaking against same-sex love as abnormal and irrational, 
Xie Bingxin offers intriguing glimpses into relations between female stu-
dents, and the apparently open practice of acting as “wife and husband,” 
which appears not to have been strictly platonic:

In the beginning, an older sister and a younger sister became intimate beyond regular 
friendship.  en, the fl ames of passion reached fevering heights as the two sank ever 

 literary circles for her adept writings on motherly love, teaches at Yanjing University [now 
Beijing University], and news has it that she will soon go to America to explore and study. 
A few days ago, she was swarmed by female students at Yan[jing] University who requested 
that she give a speech at Muzhen Girl’s School, and Bingxin was unable to refuse. Because 
the topic of her speech was ‘My Days in Middle School,’ where she talked about same-sex 
love and her own views on love, it is extremely valuable” (

, , . , 
, , . 

, . , ). “Bingxin,” LL 246, 2131.
82) Xie Bingxin begins her speech with the following: “When I began studying here, I had 
just come from Eastern Lu [in modern Shandong province], and was full of confidence. At 
the time, that which I felt greatest distress over was none other than the two subjects of 
math and Mandarin, the national language. At home, I could only rely on self-study, and 
with luck, advanced smoothly by gaining admittance into the department of Chinese lit-
erature in middle school, merely managing to get by. With regard to math, I was com-
pletely incompetent and thought to myself, ‘is will not do!’ I tirelessly exerted extra effort 
in practicing, but my studying could not be compared with those who, as though tilling 
land or transplanting seedlings, gained understanding upon learning. Whenever I was with 
schoolmates who were proficient in math, I felt shame and self-resentment. On our first 
monthly exam, I only reached a score of sixty-seven. ough the grade was seven points 
short of passing, I nevertheless considered this first attempt a consoling achievement. 
rough great effort and ceaseless vigorous study, after three months, I achieved a score of 
eighty-three, and could be considered on a par with my schoolmates. As for the subject of 
Mandarin, it caused me to feel dire helplessness—no matter how much careful attention I 
paid to twisting and curling my tongue, my pronunciation would always produce sounds 
that had awkward meanings. Many mischievous sisters took this as a point for laughs, and 
I could only put up with this with a smile” 
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deeper into a loathsome sea of despondency. Finally, the norms of reason were 
transgressed to include a little billing and cooing, and the two became inseparable, like 
wife and husband, as though stuck together by glue.

, , , , 
, , , , .83 

While Xie Bingxin denounces female-female desire, she admits her own 
past experience with same-sex relations before asserting that knowledge 
and rationalism saved her from such depravity:

I am not superhuman and was not above such vulgarities, having once been entangled 
in the demonic web of same-sex love myself. Fortunately, knowledge and reason 
gained victory over these thoughts so that I was able to ‘rein in the horse at the edge 
of the cliff ,’ and not fall into the dark and fi lthy pit.

, , , , 
, .84 

Having spoken of same-sex relations between students, Xie Bingxin 
goes on to denounce even more severely same-sex relations between 
students and school authorities. She criticizes teachers and principals 
harshly for lacking self-respect and self-control when they allow them-
selves to be trapped in same-sex relations with pupils.85 e sense of 

83) “Bingxin,” LL 246, 2132.
84) “Bingxin,” LL 246, 2132.
85) is portion of the transcript reads: “Now I will talk about girl students who take things 
a step further by carrying out the unsound and inappropriate act of expressing affection 
and love toward female principals or female teachers. is matter, in comparison to ‘it’ 
arising between students, is even more disgraceful and hideous. Ordinarily, hindered by 
various circumstances, a student is either afraid to or prevented from conversing with 
teachers, or carrying out any other ardent actions to move things forward. e only op-
portunity comes at Christmas and New Year, which can be taken as a chance to offer re-
spects and greetings. Using the most standard calligraphic script, a student sends an an-
onymous greeting card that subtly reveals her feelings to a particular teacher that she adores. 
Because most teachers, when evaluating assignments, have already become familiar with 
the hand of each student, even though the card is unsigned, the teacher can tell who wrote 
it. e teacher, if she has self-respect, will of course ignore this and feign ignorance. But if 
it so happens that the teacher is one who lacks self-control, then it will surely follow that in 
this way, the teacher and student will be ensnared by, and immersed into the pointless suf-
ferings of hell” ( , , , 

, . , . 
, , . 

, , , , , 
. . , , 

. , , . , , 
). “Bingxin,” LL 246, 2133.
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urgency in Xie Bingxin’s attack is fuelled by general public indifference 
toward female-female desire, and singled out as particularly disturbing 
is that some young women even exalt same-sex romance with female 
teachers. While Xie Bingxin’s outrage is due in part to the transgression 
of decorum in the student-teacher hierarchy, the same-sex component 
of such affairs is the root of her indignation:

Yet while this may be so, there are actually some girls who think that having a love 
aff air with a teacher is a special honour. It can be said that they are pitiable creatures 
who have an absurd sense of humanity that violates the codes of propriety. What we 
need to ask is: with regard to same-sex love, where is the sense in it? What is the pur-
pose of it? How does it provide the delight that life has to off er? Wrong to the utmost 
degree—especially when desiring it as honourable—it is a sin, it is a sin.

, , , , 
. , ? ? ? 

, , .86 

Xie Bingxin urges school authorities to meet their responsibility as edu-
cators and calls for a programme of intervention; she rejects outright 
coercion in favour of cultivating student’s moral character, with the aim 
of instilling a sense of self-regulation that comes with proper learning 
and maturity.87 Considering Xie Bingxin’s status as a prestigious May 
Fourth cultural figure, and her position as a woman speaking to women, it 
is impossible to ignore the power of her words.

Yet there are voices and representations in Linglong that correspond 
to other dimensions of May Fourth discourse, which Sang and others 
have drawn out from the creative literature of authors such as Lu Yin 

(1898-1934), and indeed in what Xie Bingxin has expressed else-
where in her personal memoirs.88 ese voices idealize female-female 

86) “Bingxin,” LL 246, 2133.
87) “Bingxin,” LL 246, 2133-4.
88) In her study of women’s dress in early twentieth century China, Martha Huang notes 
the way in which women were looking at each other and bonding through fashion and 
refers to Xie Bingxin’s memoir of her school days. According to Huang’s translation, Xie 
Bingxin wrote: “Do you think that when women get together, they talk about men? … 
When my friends were together, we usually talked about women, and we often discussed 
and judged whether a girl was pretty or not.” For Huang, these conversations are about 
fashion and she cites Xie Bingxin’s recollection of an “unforgettable” girl who was “a 
combination of charisma and style.” Huang concludes that fashion “allowed for personal 
idiosyncrasies and self-expression” and allowed women—“outside of written discourse”—
to “manifest their own tastes and preferences in personal dress.” See: Xie Bingxin, “Wode 
tongxue”  in Lu Jin , Li Hualong , Zhong Yue , eds., Bingxin 
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bonds and criticize men as disingenuous. e question therefore remains 
how different readers might have interpreted the tenor of Xie Bingxin’s 
speech, considering its close resemblance to the conventional moralising 
tone of traditional male literati. This question is especially pertinent 
considering how such admonitory stances are playfully undermined 
elsewhere in Linglong, via representations that delight in women’s asser-
tiveness in flouting such moralistic scrutiny.89 ese include images such as 
one in which fashionable American women of all ages point guns in direct 
confrontation with the gaze of viewers (Fig. 25). is representation is not 
without ambiguity; the caption provided attempts to contain the meaning 
of the picture by explaining (rather implausibly) that these are female bank 
employees in training. Yet the effectiveness of the text to control the 
potential connotations of the image is questionable. Arguably, its appeal is 
independent from the caption and is rooted in the iconoclasm of the 
confident expressions and postures of the women pictured.

In another instance, a comic illustration titled “San daoxuejia yan” 
 (e sayings of three moralists) confronts the monitoring 

of women’s behaviour with satiric humour (Fig. 26). It speaks directly 
to the magazine’s trope of sisterhood by depicting two women who 
mind their own business while three moralists look upon them (and 
their bare legs) as omens of the nation’s pending doom. e humour of 
this illustration relies on some basis of agreement that such moralising 
is ridiculous and is best ignored. Worth mentioning is that this comic 
illustration appears just a few pages from another illustration, “Tongxing 
zhi’ai” (Same-sex love), that depicts two women in bed 
(Fig. 34). As will be suggested below, this illustration represents a more 

sanwen  (Beijing: Zhongguo guangbodianshi chubanshe, 1996), and page 26 for 
this quotation; cited in Martha Huang, “A Woman Has so Many Parts to Her Body, Life is 
Very Hard Indeed!,” in Valerie Steele and John S. Major, eds., China Chic East Meets West, 
(New Haven; London: Yale University Press, 1999) 133-40. e present study also con-
siders what might be discovered outside of written discourse: namely, alternative sensibilities 
and desires as insinuated in Linglong’s visuals. For Sang’s discussion of May Fourth women’s 
writings, see Chapter Five “Female Same-sex Love in May Fourth Fiction” in her book 
Emerging Lesbian, 127-60.
89) Hsiao-pei Yen, for example, has turned to Linglong “to reveal the active voice of urban 
women,” citing articles that reject the state’s attempts to control women’s bodies via sartorial 
regulations. For Yen, these represent “the dissident voice[s] of women that could be found 
in Linglong in response to [government policies].” See Yen Hsiao-pei, “Body Politics, 
Modernity and National Salvation: e Modern Girl and the New Life Movement,” Asian 
Studies Review 29 (2005), 165-86; and page 175.
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titillating than alarming depiction of female-female desire. Whether 
the close proximity of these two illustrations of female pairings—one in 
public, the other in private—was intentional or coincidental is unclear, 
but the juxtaposition is intriguing.

Indeed, covert inference is often the means by which alternative 
views find quiet representation in Linglong. Returning to the topic of 
marriage resistance, “Bujia zhuyi”  (e ideology of not 
marrying) from Linglong’s debut issue is rare in the magazine for not 
censuring the subject, though it is fraught with ambiguity about 
whether it endorses the idea. e article introduces the choice to remain 
unwed in an objective and somewhat ethnographic tone—as a curiosity 
that the author, Miss Yang Yizu , has heard about from a friend, 
“Miss C” who speaks of another friend, “Miss D.”90 According to Miss 

90) “Bujia zhuyi” , LL 1 (1931), 12. “Miss C” and “Miss D,” appear as romanized 
characters in the original text.

Figure 25: American women with guns. LL 221 (1936), 192-3. Courtesy of C.V. Starr 
East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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C, who has learned this from Miss D, men are rongyi bianxin
(fickle) and their love is wuqu  (insipid). Moreover: yijiadenüzi 

doushuo chujia shi shoulei fannao tongku de 
 (as for women who have already wed, they all say that 

to get married is to be dragged into vexation and suffering).91 Miss C 
therefore prefers to continue studying before establishing a place for 
herself in society, and she juebu chujia  (most definitely will 
not marry).92 e author adds no further comment. While the article 
does not support the rejection of marriage per se, its neutrality arguably 
insinuates desire for such an option to be viable.

91) “Bujia zhuyi,” LL 1, 12.
92) “Bujia zhuyi,” LL 1, 12.

Figure 26: “ e sayings of three moralists.” LL 75 (1932), 1163 (d). Courtesy of C.V. 
Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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Insinuating Alternative Sensibilities

e streak of misandrism that Mittler identifies in Linglong uses 
humour and satire to assert distaste for men. Mittler sees the misandric 
figure as an “emblem of a newly defined cultural sophistication” and an 
“alternative cultural icon” that confronted the misogyny in public dis-
course since the late nineteenth century.93 Building on these observa-
tions, the dynamics of representational conflict in Linglong will be 
considered, with a focus on how the idealization of heterosexual 
romance and marriage is countered by content that challenges such 
formulation. Linglong acknowledged a male readership, and Mittler’s 
point is convincing: that the magazine’s cheeky “man-hating” was very 
likely appealing to men—considered “titillating and cute” by them, 
“precisely because of [its] gestures of audacity.”94 Indeed, playful misan-
drism appears to have been a marketable device, but it seems also to 
have provided a channel for covert expressions of what was becoming 
increasingly taboo to articulate overtly: namely, support for alternatives 
to compulsory heterosexuality and marriage. It seems that it was a 
mechanism used by some contributors to contest the mounting regula-
tion of women’s autonomy and life choices. is claim is based on 
detection that misandrism in Linglong reaches a peak at the same time 
that the romanticization of heterosexual love and marriage and stigma-
tization of same-sex love are most intense—seven of the eleven full 
length articles found on same-sex love are in issues from 1932, as are 
the most biting misandric articles, having titles such as “Chaichuan 
nanzi de xuwei” (Exposing the hypocrisy of men), 
“Nanzi qiguaide xin” (e strangeness of men’s hearts) 
and “Nanzi yongqingde bukekao” (e unreliabil-
ity of men when it comes to feelings).95

Articles in Linglong teach women how to gain the upper hand when 
dealing with men.96 Yet other articles go further to argue that men are vile 

93) Mittler, “In Spite,” 210.
94) Mittler, “In Spite,” 230.
95) “Chaichuan nanzi de xuwei” LL 51 (1932), 7(h); “Nanzi qiguaide xin” LL 47 (1932), 
1899(h); “Nanzi yongqingde bukekao” LL 44 (1932), 1749(h). As for the remaining four 
full-length articles found on same-sex love, they are dispersed in issues from 1934, 1936, 
and 1937.
96) Examples include: “Jiuzheng tamen” , LL 50 (1932), 2044; “Zenyang jiayu 
nanzi” , LL 29 (1931), 1059; “Zenyang duifu taoyan de nanzi” 
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to the core and not worth women’s attention at all. In “Milianzhong de ta” 
(She who is befuddled by love), the author Chen Wanjun 

laments her friend’s blind devotion to a man and avows that men 
cannot be relied upon.97 “Nanzi de xingwei”  (e conduct of 
men) by Liang Shaoxia  attempts to jolt qinai de jiemeimen 

 (beloved sisters) into realizing that women are considered 
 nothing but toys by men, who trap women by means of deceit.98 
“Jianyisiqian de nanzi” (Irresolute men) by Li Ying 

clarifies that it is not just men in contemporary times who are con-
temptible—men have been ridiculous since time immemorial, as ancient 
poems about hapless women attest.99 Li suggests that the contemporary 
rhetoric of women’s equality will do nothing to change the intrinsic con-
stitution of men, and women ought to be cautious in keeping tamen 
(them) at arm’s length.100

Other articles go further to idealize that only women have the cap-
acity for authentic love. e anonymous “Zheyang bianshi ai” 

 (is precisely is what love is) lists five points of pessimism on 
love with men, warning women who engage in relationships with men 
to be prepared for heartbreak from the start.101 It laments that despite 
the façade of equality between men and women in modern times, 
women continue to be exchanged like goods in marriage. In conclu-
sion, female love is upheld as supreme; indeed, Love is personified as a 

, LL 56 (1932), 243-5; and “Zenyang kefu nanzi de youhuo” 
, LL 89 (1933), 292-3. “Nanzi de xin”  states: “As the saying goes, those who 

blame others fail outright to take responsibility themselves. Stinking men for the most part 
cannot escape this…We need to guard against the unpredictability of men’s love. At every 
moment, we need to make use of the same ploys that men do so as to skirmish with them 
on the battlegrounds of love. is is the sly trick to being ever victorious” (

. . … . . 
. . . 

). See: LL 42 (1932), 1655.
97) “Milianzhong de ta” , LL 185 (1935), 1149. is article prompted a male 
reader to write a response, which appears several issues later: “Even though some men are 
indeed ‘humans in form but bests at heart,’ one cannot take all men as being like this” 
( , ). See: “Kanle Linglong hou” 

), LL 190 (1935), 1483-4.
98) “Nanzi de xingwei” LL 64 (1932), 633.
99) “Jianyisiqian de nanzi” LL 56 (1932), 246.
100) “Jianyisiqian,” LL 56, 246.
101) “Zheyang bian shi’ai” LL 79 (1932), 1350.
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Figure 27: Linglong’s trope of sisterhood. “ e Lives of Sisters” (top left) is a call to readers 
for contributions: “ e present publication is now soliciting photos of sisters’ daily lives. 
Ones that show your happy and energetic expressions are especially welcomed. After we 
print them, you will receive a free issue of the publication in friendly exchange.” LL 111 
(1933), 1681. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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woman: Aishen shi nüren, suoyi nüzi duoqing de duo. Nanzi yuanben shi 
budongde sheme shiai, suoyi tamen yongyuan meiyouai ,

, ,  
(e ‘deity of love’ is a woman. erefore, affectionate women are 
many. Men, from their origins, do not know what love is. erefore, 
they will never have love).102

Images that idealize sisterhood in Linglong emphasize the impor-
tance of female bonds and are juxtaposed to images of romanticized 
heterosexual love. e publication actively called on “fellow sisters” for 
images from their daily lives and these depict women as haoyou  
(good friends) in candid photos and studio portraits (Fig. 27). With 
regard to these representations and other references to sisterhood in 
Linglong, there is a fundamental duality. On the one hand, sisters are 
shown bonding as they anticipate and help each other prepare for what 
was expected of women according to conventional gender norms: help-
ing a fellow sister get dressed for her wedding for example, which is said 
to be: shaonü fengdao zui kuaile de shihou  (the 
happiest time that a young woman reaches in life) (Fig. 28). Moreover, 
articles like the ones already cited above provide tips on how fellow 
sisters can socialize with men.

On the other hand, bonds between women are valued over relations 
with men. Moreover ambivalent attitudes towards marriage are ex -
pressed with respect to friendships between women, as in a caption that 
accompanies a layout of photos that depict female friends (Fig. 29):

From these photos you can see that the feelings between women are most certainly not 
what men can express.  ey are such that good friends are inseparable. It is a pity that 
after marrying, these feelings suddenly become desolate.

, , ,
, .103

While this text affirms marriage as inevitable, the melancholy tone 
implicates compulsory marriage as destructive to bonds between 
women, and invokes a desire for alternative possibilities. Marriage is 
again implicated as detrimental to important female bonds in “Nüxiao 
shenghu de huiyi”  (Reminiscences of life in a girl’s 

102) “Zheyang,” LL 79, 1350.
103) LL 56 (1932), 263.
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school) by a Miss Chen Yue’er .104 Chen recalls the fleeting 
moments she shared with her schoolmates, wolfing down feasts together 
at the school cafeteria and chatting heart to heart late into the night 
before bed time. She makes an emotional plea to fellow sisters that they 
ought to cherish their life in girl’s school, and that marriage and chil-
drearing sadly mark the end of important friendships that in hindsight 
turn out to be the most meaningful in life:

We, during times of happiness, never seem to appreciate the joys at the moment. Only 
upon gradual recollection afterwards are we able to savour the happiness of former 
times.  is is especially so with regard to school life… After leaving school, we all went 
our separate ways.  e slightly older ones among us are already married and have 
children.  ere will never again be opportunities to gather together leisurely like 
before, which causes one to be overwhelmed with feelings of melancholy. Fellow sis-
ters, with regard to the precious days of school life, you must not be so careless as to 
let them pass you by!

, , , 
, … , , , 

104) “Nüxiao shenghuo de huiyi” , LL 51 (1932), 4-5(h). 

Figure 28: Helping a fellow sister prepare for her wedding (top right). LL 51 (1932), 20-1 
Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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, , , , 
. , , .105

Such melancholic idealizations of female-female bonds contest the 
uplifting claims about relations with men that are perpetuated else-
where in Linglong.

e valorization of female bonds and dissatisfaction with men in 
Linglong come together remarkably in an article by Zhuo Yijing 

that exalts female-female love by arguing that: “Tongxing’ai 
yuguo yixing’ai”  (Same-sex love surpasses oppo-
site-sex love).106 Zhuo posits that because men are incapable of sincer-
ity, the most genuine form of love is love between women, and she 
asserts that while men are fickle, love between women remains tender 
and unwavering into old age.107 Zhuo’s idealization of female same-sex 

105) “Nüxiao,” LL 51, 4-5.
106) “Tongxing’ai yuguo yixing’ai” , LL 47 (1932), 1895(h).
107) LL 47, 1895.

Figure 29:  e feelings between women. LL 56 (1932), 262-3. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East 
Asian Library, Columbia University.
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love is remarkable as it counters the medical claims that female-female 
love is perverse. Indeed, considering the aggressive pathologizing of 
same-sex love in Linglong, it is curious that Zhuo’s argument made it to 
print. Yet the reason it did becomes clear by the end of the article. 
Firstly, the conventional gender hierarchy is kept intact as Zhuo reas-
sures that love between women need not interfere with a harmonious 
marriage and family life. Zhuo reveals that she is herself married, but 
that she doesn’t see her interest in female love as intrusive to the welfare 
of her family. Secondly, the article steers clear of sexuality—the same-
sex love that Zhuo exalts appears to be strictly platonic. Indeed, sensu-
ality between women is for the most part only acknowledged in the 
pathologizing discourse, which does so to stigmatize this desire as 
abnormal. is goes to show that there was no longer a need to pathol-
ogize same-sex love when erotic desire between women is contained 
and conventional heterosexual marriage is undisturbed.

Indeed, female-female love is cast as menacing for impeding on con-
ventional unions in “Tongxing’ai liangnü bujia”  
(Two women engaged in same-sex love reject marriage), which reports 
a case about two lovers who ran away together in adamant refusal to 
marry men:

Judging from this case, same-sex love has clearly occurred between them, which is why 
they reject marriage. As for the maladies of same-sex love, they have already been dis-
cussed many times before, so I will not mention them again here. I simply bring forth 
this case with the intent purpose of allowing fellow sisters to take note so as not to fall 
into this kind of blunder.  is is because same-sex love can only be satisfying for a 
moment, while certainly causing remorse in future.

, , . 
, , , , 

, , .108

is commentary appears after the following account about the inci-
dent, which turns out to be a remarkable record of how two women—
Cao Baozhi and Kang Shuyi took matters into their 
own hands to defy gender expectations and assert their autonomy. It is 
a rare glimpse into how these otherwise anonymous individuals maneu-
vered the spaces available to them, and for this reason I cite the report 
in full:

108) “Tongxing’ai liangnü bujia,” LL 128 (1934), 175-6.
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 e Caos from the city of Hangzhou are a family consisting of mother and daughter. 
 e mother is an old woman devoted to Buddhism, and defers to old concepts of 
propriety; the daughter—Baozhi, twenty years of age and studying at a girl’s school—
has a female friend Kang Shuyi, who is employed at a school in Jiaxing.  e two 
women were neighbours, and their aff ection for each other even exceeded the feelings 
between kin. After the summer of last year, Kang went to Jiaxing for work.  e two 
exchanged letters frequently, wishing to remain close to each other. As for Kang’s pas-
sion for Cao Baozhi—because the two were apart, it grew stronger.  erefore, it was 
common for her to return to Hangzhou two or three times a month. And when she 
did, she would always spend the nights with Cao Baozhi, the two of them carrying on 
endlessly without feeling tired for entire nights. Mother Cao also loved Kang dearly, 
recognizing her as an adopted daughter.
Last month Mother Cao, considering her daughter the appropriate age, arranged a 
marriage for her.  e daughter was unwilling and informed Kang Shuyi about the 
situation in a letter. Kang Shuyi wrote a letter in fi rm protest: “ e two of us vowed 
never to marry, and this oath is still ringing in our ears; how could you forget about 
our pact?” When Cao Baozhi received this letter, she wasn’t sure what to do. When her 
mother came to know about all of this, she strongly condemned it and forbade her 
daughter from remaining close to Kang Shuyi. But Mother Cao still doted on her 
daughter, without keeping closer watch on her. In the end, the daughter called Kang 
Shuyi on the phone, urging her to return to Hangzhou. After the two had a meeting, 
Kang Shuyi persuaded Cao Baozhi to leave home and run away to a faraway place 
together. After they did this, Cao Baozhi wrote a letter home to her mother. It stated 
that if Mother Cao could consent to never again arrange a marriage for Cao Baozhi, 
and furthermore promise to let Cao Baozhi remain single forever without ever expect-
ing her to marry, then Cao Baozhi would naturally return home.

, . , , 
, , , . , . 

, , , , , , 
, , . , . 

, , , , , 
, , , , , 

, . , . , , 
, . , , 

, .109

While this account is presented more or less objectively, it nevertheless 
implicates Mother Cao’s ambivalent lack of vigilance as a factor that 
allowed matters between the two women to get out of hand. Mother 
Cao, for instance, was not against her daughter’s closeness with Kang 
Shuyi—even recognizing the latter as an adopted daughter—until the 
relationship posed a direct challenge to her daughter’s prospects for 
marriage. Moreover, according to the commentary, her eventual stance 
against the relationship was not enforced strictly enough. Indeed, 

109) “Tongxing’ai liangnü bujia,” LL 128, 175-6.
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ambivalence like Mother Cao’s is partly what the regulatory discourse 
set out to rectify; the discourse itself reveals that for the general Chinese 
public, same-sex love as a critical social problem was not conclusive but 
constructed as such to influence public opinion, as the following remark 
from another article suggests:

My nation’s attitude toward same-sex love has been unduly lax and inattentive … 
However, if those who are parents can pay attention as soon as possible, then why 
wouldn’t it be possible to put an end to this trend? 

, 
.110

ere is a gap and underlying tension, however, between the Cao-Kang 
story as it is reported and the commentary that opposes it. While the 
pathologizing discourse against same-sex love in Linglong is couched as 
modern science for a new culture, the assertiveness of the two women 
also epitomizes liberatory May Fourth iconoclasm that is likewise 
trumpeted in the name of New Culture—the trope of fellow sisters, for 
example, standing up together against forces of repression, such as 
arranged marriages. A question thus arises: to what extent might Cao 
and Kang have represented something different to some readers from 
what the commentary intends—models of audacity and courage rather 
than examples of folly? 

Despite Linglong’s articulated stance against same-sex love, other 
attitudes still find quiet representation in the magazine. e earliest and 
latest pieces found in Linglong on same-sex love (in issues from 1931 
and 1937), which sandwich the pathologizing articles (in issues from 
1932 to 1936), subtly present female-female desire in less dire ways—
as curious, and even titillating, rather than perverse. “Wen”  (Kisses) 
from 1931 accompanies two images juxtaposed on facing pages: one of 
tongxing zhi wen  (a same-sex kiss), the other of yixing zhi wen 

(an opposite-sex kiss) (Fig. 30). e extended caption for 
the former informs readers that the two women pictured, Miss Liang 
Lucun and Miss Tang Huilian :

110) “Tongxing’ai,”LL 264 (1936), 3652-4.
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were once extremely intimate with one another, eating at the same table and sleeping 
in the same bed; like a pair of lovebirds, they were not unlike a married couple, caus-
ing one to both admire and envy them.

, , , , .111 

With a subtle hint of disappointment, the text goes on to indicate that 
the two women have since parted ways with new lovers, presumably 
men, and cherishes the image as a xuxuyuhuo  vivid and 
lively) record of Liang and Tang’s former passion for each other.112 e 
text avows that the image is an ideal source for studying the phenome-
non of same-sex love; but the questions posed for yanjiu  (research) 
are more concerned with pleasure than pathology, or even science: Qin-
gwen Liang Tang, tongxingzhiwen…yu yixingzhiwen, quwei shuwei non-

111) “Wen” , LL 38 (1931), 1484.
112) is portion of the text reads: “Now, each of these lovers has her own respective lover, 
so there will no longer be kisses between them like former days. is image that remains [of 
their relationship] is still so vivid and full of life, and is most sufficient as material for re-
search on same-sex love” ( . . . .

. ). “Wen,” LL 38 (1931), 1484.

Figure 30: “A same-sex kiss” (left) and “An opposite-sex kiss” (top, right). LL 38 (1931), 
1484-5. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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gho, youyibiehu , , ,
 (Liang and Tang, may we ask: between a same-sex kiss and an 

opposite-sex kiss, which is more delightful and intense? Is there any dif-
ference between them?).113

 “Nüren yu nüren jiehun”  (A woman who married 
a woman) from 1937 tells of two women who married and lived a quiet 
and happy life of fifty years together.114 e article, written in a classical 
Chinese form, is striking for its ambivalent curiosity and story-like quality 
that is reminiscent of traditional zhiguai  (tales of strange occur-
rences). Like the tales that it resembles, the article is shrouded in mystery 
and premised on foreignness: the two women of the story are English. Yet 
it does not simply relegate the strangeness of same-sex love to far-off 
England; tangential to the main story is an equal interest in mysterious 
and seemingly ubiquitous cases domestically (as frequent reports in the 
Chinese press about female suicides seem to attest).115 Moreover, the 
images that accompany the article are of Chinese women (Fig. 31). e 
article is premised on a basic assumption that same-sex love is not quite 
normal; indeed, the logic that female-female love occurs because of 
sexual repression and inexperience with men is evoked in attempts to 
rationalize how something so odd might occur. Yet while the article 

113) “Wen,” LL 38 (1931), 1484.
114) “Nüren yu nuren jiehun” LL 268 (1937), 73-8.
115) is portion of the text reads: “With regard to the secrets of women, we have never 
seen any truthful written accounts. For instance, in the papers, is it not often that we see 
news about those girl students who commit suicide? So what is the background of these 
reports? Is it not often the case that we see cases like this: In school, there are two girls, one 
is enchanting, and exceptionally feminine, beautiful and full of feeling, while the other is, 
to a greater or lesser extent, quite masculine. If these two girls admire one another, then a 
love affair will occur. One of them presents flowers to the other as though proposing mar-
riage, or acting as protector…At the same time, the feminine one is devoted and full of 
passion, using love as a string to bind the two together. Following this, the two cohabit. If 
a man enters the picture and causes unrest between this couple of same-sex ‘mandarin 
ducks’, the girl whom the man loves gives up her previous relationship and leaves to get 
engaged to the man. Consequently, it is often the case that the girl who is abandoned com-
mits suicide, using tragedy to end the romance” ( , 

. : ? 
? ? , , 

, . , 
. ,  … , , , 

, . , , 
, , , 

). “Nüren,” LL 268 (1937), 75-6. 
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Figure 31: “A woman who married a woman.” LL 268 (1937), 73-8. Courtesy of C.V. 
Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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 trivializes female-female love and the refusal to marry men—not to men-
tion the preference of some women to wear only men’s clothing—it also 
refrains from censuring love and marriage between women, seeking instead 
to comprehend this anomaly and even delighting in its inscrutability. 
Heterocentric assumptions aside—ones that assume archetypal masculine 
and feminine roles—the lack of censure in this piece is remarkable.

Especially remarkable is the use of the term youqu  (a term that 
encompasses meanings from interesting, fascinating and delightful to 
amusing) to describe the marriage between the two women. is is 
especially notable in light of the fact that the term biantai (perverse), 
invariably used to characterize female-female love as abnormal in the 
pathologizing discourse, does not appear at all in this piece. Moreover, 
unlike the news reports on suicides and murder that appear in Ling-
long’s tabloid-like Chumujingxin  (Startling news) section 
(Fig. 17), this article is featured in the magazine’s Funu shenghuo 

 (Women’s lives) section, which frames the subject in a dif-
ferent light (Fig. 31). Furthermore, the two anonymous women shown 
in the images that accompany the text (one of whom is handsomely 
cross-dressed) look stylish and jaunty, embracing in one of the pictures 
with bright smiles on their faces. In relation to the text, the women 
come across as both odd and alluring.

e overall tenor of this article might be taken as more representative 
of general attitudes in China toward female-female love in the 
Republican period: trivializing and ambivalent in its curiosity, but more 
inquisitive than condemnatory. is contrasts with the pathologizing 
discourse, which dominates discussions on same-sex love in Linglong. 
at the more moderate views conveyed in “Nüren yu nüren jiehun” 
appear as late as 1937, however, indicates that the logic that female-
female love is perverse was not taken for granted. Like “Nüren yu nuren 
jiehun” and the titillating curiosity expressed with respect to the kisses 
between Liang Lucun and Tang Huilian, ambiguous visual represen-
tations in Linglong are also suggestive of attitudes that take female-
female desire as more alluring than alarmist, hinting at mindsets that 
are at variance with the stigmatizing discourse. It will be argued in the 
remainder of this study that these alternative sensibilities were explored 
more playfully and freely in pictures.
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Words and Pictures

For a fully integrated look at the dynamics of representations in 
Linglong, it is imperative to address the publication’s abundance of vis-
uals—not only for how they reinforce discursive writings, but also for 
the ways in which they might provide a different picture, so to speak. 
What is most striking about certain images in the magazine is how they 
glamorize and sensualise the trope of sisterhood in ways that create 
possibilities for homoerotic subtexts, largely through appropriations of 
foreign sources (Fig. 32; 33). Indeed, a French comic illustration 
reprinted in Linglong depicts female-female desire as more titillating 
than alarming; it shows two women—one cross-dressed, the other 
scantily clad—kissing and embracing in bed (Fig. 34). While its form 
as a comic illustration might be seen as caricaturing same-sex love, the 
sleek rendering of the figures and setting—not to mention the dream-
like quality of the Chinese text, “Tongxing zhi’ai,” that labels the 
image—also conjures a sense of voyeuristic delight in alternative gender 
behaviour and sensuality between women. Arguably, Linglong’s 
reprinting of the illustration without additional commentary marks a 
diversion from its more aggressively articulated regulatory stance. It 
also contrasts with the writings that idealize spiritual bonds between 
women in tones of melancholy. us, while European sexology was 
appropriated through translation to pathologize same-sex love and 
alternative conceptions of gender—such as the reference to Havelock 
Ellis’s theories (with respect to the Liu-Tao murder case, touched on 
above) to characterize masculinity in women as deviant—the simultan-
eous appropriation of images from Euro-American sources provided a 
means for alternative visions to be configured.

In one instance, images of female wrestlers and boxers from Europe 
and America may have confirmed the idea that masculinity in females 
is absurd; yet these same images were likely viewed as more exotic and 
exciting than repulsive for portraying an alternative to conventional 
notions of femininity (Fig. 35); indeed, they accord with Linglong’s 
celebration of masculine women, discussed above (Fig.11, 12, 13). e 
same can be said about the strong body and impressive pose of a Polish 
athlete, who is described as nanxing  (male-like) in the caption and 
whose image functions as a model for emulation, or simply as a source 
for visual appreciation (Fig. 36). Another similar image depicts two 
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Figure 32: Sensualized sisterhood. LL 2 (1931), 66, 72; LL 50 (1932), 2098; LL 81 (1933), 
4, 29; LL 153 (1934), 1840; LL 25 (1931), 914; LL 27 (1931), 1010, 1015; LL 47 (1932), 
1915. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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Figure 33: Two starlets asleep in bed, “anticipating Christmas” (top left); “ e outdoor 
lifestyle of stars in summer” (top right); the “near nude” and “natural beauty” of Hollywood 
starlet’s dance costumes (bottom left); and “Dance, dance, dance.” LL 41 (1931), 1632; 
LL 101 (1933), 1057; LL 136 (1934), 686; LL 217 (1935), 4283. Courtesy of C.V. Starr 
East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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Figure 34: “Same-sex love,” LL 75 (1932), 1162. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, 
Columbia University.
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muscular German women who are admired for qi tige zhi mei 
 (their beautiful bodies) to which nanzi yiduo buru  

(most men don’t even measure up) (Fig. 37). ese examples bring 
forth fundamental conflicts between the theories that ostracize mascu-
line women and images that valorize and even fetishize them. It thus 
appears that the appropriation and recontextualizing of foreign images 
in Linglong was a process that paralleled the adopting of theories 
through translation, a process that deserves further investigation. What 
will be noted at this stage is how divergent interests converged on the 
pages of Linglong and spilled into each other in ways that transformed 
meanings, thus creating a sundry space with immense potential for 
semiotic slippages. e preliminary survey of images below demonstrates 
how the converging and clashing of concerns with nationalism, athleti-
cism, art, fashion and movies generated meanings and insinuations that 
were arguably conducive to desires and subjectivities that diverge from 
heteronormative expectations.

Figure 35: “Euro-American Women.” Wrestlers 
(top) and boxers. LL 86 (1933), 266. Courtesy of 
C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.

Figure 36: An athlete described as “male-like.” LL 
252 (1936), 2621. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East 
Asian Library, Columbia University.
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Sports, Nation and Pleasure

Adopted from the Euro-American West for the sake of national 
strengthening, a new category of tiyu (sports) and jianmei 

was fervently promoted in Linglong, as Gao Yunxiang 
has examined. While the advocacy of fit bodies and athleticism were 
inextricably linked to nationalist politics, Gao has shown how contra-
dictions in the “cult of ‘health’ and ‘beauty’” gave women space to 
“[fashion] active roles for themselves within a limited space through 
nuanced and complex negotiations with…patriarchal nationalist 
forces.”116 As Lydia Liu has stressed, China’s violent encounter with col-
onial power since the mid-nineteenth century “force[d] nationhood upon 
selfhood, and vice versa”; yet Liu emphasizes that “the modern self is never 
quite reducible to national identity” and “that it is the incongruities, ten-
sions, and struggles between the two as well as their mutual implication 

116) Gao Yunxiang, “Nationalist and Feminist Discourses,” 546.

Figure 37:  e “body beautiful” of two German women, to whom “most men do not even 
measure up.” LL 80 (1932), 1416-7. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia 
University.
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and complicity that give full meaning to the lived experience of Chinese 
modernity.”117

A Darwinian paradigm of survival of the fittest runs through Ling-
long to advocate sports and the development of strong bodies for a new 
China. e older feminine ideal of bingtaimei  (sickly beauty)—
epitomized by the tubercular heroine Lin Daiyu  in Honglou 
meng  (Story of the stone)—was to be superseded by an ideal of 
athletic, healthy women. One layout of images, for example, is printed 
under the heading, “Women xuyao jiankangde tige” 

 (We need strong and healthy physiques), and a subheading 
declares: Dadao ruobujinfengde bingtaimei  
(Down with frail sickly beauty) (Fig. 38). “Nü jian’er shenshou jingren” 

 (e astounding skills of a valiant female athlete) 

117) Lydia Liu, “Translingual Practice: e Discourse of Individualism between China and 
the West,” positions:east asian cultures critique, 1.1 (1993), 60-193; see page 169 for the 
quotation here.

Figure 38: “We need healthy physiques (down with frail sickly beauty).” LL 114 (1933), 
1888-9. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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appears in a special feature issue on sports; it praises the record-break-
ing abilities of a young champion long jumper, Qian Xingsu , 
before going on to scrutinize the daintiness of modeng zhi nüzi 

 (modern girls) from the cities, who pay no attention to physical 
exercise and are yi zhi ruoliu yingfeng  (as frail as willows 
blowing in the wind).118 Such weakness will not only lead to dire conse-
quences for women, but will also hinder the wellbeing of the nation. Male 
definitions of femininity are blamed for the ideal of Lin Daiyu shi zhi nüzu 

 (Lin Daiyu style women), which has caused Chinese 
women to become meek and frail. Yet while traditional male tastes are 
criticized in the name of nationalism, patriarchal values persist in this 
article as women’s designated contribution to the nation continues to be 
their role as mothers of healthy offspring.119

e statist undertones in the promotion of sports have been analysed 
by Andrew Morris, who argues that: “the modern physical culture so 
quickly accepted as tiyu was novel for its systematic teleology of the 
relationship between individual strength, discipline, and health and the 
military industrial, or diplomatic ‘strength’ of a national body.”120 Mor-
ris’s point is evoked in an image printed in Linglong of a women’s bas-
ketball team from Beijing: the male coach of the female team members 
wears a militaristic uniform (Fig. 39). Yet, despite these efforts to con-
dition individual bodies for the nation, Gao Yunxiang argues that 
women nonetheless “gained an enabling female space,” however cir-
cumscribed, “through complex interactions with the nationalist agenda 
as jianmei and tiyu became prevalent in fashion and the mass media.”121 
In other words, while women’s participation in sports was not as 
straightforwardly emancipatory as asserted in nationalist narratives, it 
did not render them docile.

Images in Linglong, many of which appear to have been sent in by 
readers of themselves or of friends, show that sports provided a new 
domain for shared experiences between women, as well as new oppor-
tunities for personal achievement in public events. ese images show 

118) “Nüjian’er shenshou jingren” LL 28 (1931), 1020-2.
119) “Nüjian er shenshou jingren,” LL 28 (1931), 1020-2.
120) Andrew Morris, Marrow of the Nation: A History of Sport and Physical Culture in 
Republican China (Berkeley; Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2004), 3.
121) Gao Yunxiang, “Nationalist and Feminist Discourses,” 548.
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Figure 39:  e male coach of a women’s basketball team in militaristic uniform (top) and 
the muscular “majestic appearance” of a basketball player (bottom). LL 127 (1934), 84.
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women posing with each other on sporting fields (Fig. 40) and with the 
trophies that they won (Fig. 41). Talented athletes are praised for their 
accomplishments: referred to as yingxiong  (heroes) (Fig. 41) and 
yundong mingjiang (the great ones of sports; literally, “the 
generals of sports”) (Fig. 42). Athletes were also glamorized when they 
appeared on the magazine’s covers, which typically feature fashion por-
traits and movie stars (Fig. 12). Indeed, athleticism and the film world 
came together when the most famous of Shanghai’s movie stars, such as 
Li Lili (1915-2005) and Li Minghui (1909-2003), 
showed up as spectators at sporting events and posed with athletes for 
pictures (Fig. 43). Furthermore, the 1934 film Tiyuhuanghou 

 (Queen of sports)—starring Li Lili, famed for her combined style 
of robust and Modern Girl beauty (Fig. 44)—brought the glamour of 
movies to the rugged fields of sports and vice versa.122 Other images of 

122) e Modern Girl, as defined in Linglong, was associated with ‘Lin Daiyu beauty’ and 
cosmopolitan fashion including high-heels, permanent waves and foreign cosmetics. Mod-
ern Girls were also associated with dance halls, worldly sophistication, unruliness and mys-
tery. On the convergence of movies and sports, see: Zhen Zhang, An Amorous History of the 
Silver Screen: Shanghai Cinema, 1896-1937 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005), 

Figure 41: “Female Heroes.” Athletes and their trophies. LL 186 (1935), 1238-9. Courtesy 
of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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women lounging in pools and on a beach, and ice-skating wearing idio-
syncratic fashions (Fig. 45) show how athleticism was not only a mech-
anism for nation-building but a new form of pleasure shared with 
friends.

Most striking about the images of athletes in Linglong are their con-
fident poses and style-consciousness. An image of a basketball player 
Miss Han Shuqing printed in juxtaposition to the male 
basketball coach in militaristic uniform, referred to above—shows her 
yundonghou zhi xiongzi (majestic, or heroic, posture 
after a game), poised and relaxed with muscular arms casually bared 
and hat tilted to one side (Fig. 39). In another image, a wrestler Meng 
Jianli poses in uniform with hands on hips and hair set in 
permanent waves (Fig. 46), a style more commonly seen on made-up 

77-81. Based on an interview with an elderly Shanghai woman, Zhang’s study reveals that 
extras for Queen of Sports—including Zhang’s interviewee—were students recruited from a 
women’s sports college, located near the film studio. Zhang writes, “True to the conception 
of the film as an intertext between fiction and documentary … Li Lili’s fans entered the film 
to play her partners.” e athlete extras for the film were later “treated to an exclusive 
screening after the film was finished,” 80-1.

Figure 42: “ e Great Ones of Sports.” LL 116 (1933), 1944. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East 
Asian Library, Columbia University.
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Modern Girls in qipao  dresses (Fig. 48). Other images similarly 
show young women standing contrapposto with casual details that 
complete their looks: groomed hair, neck ties, belts and armlets (Fig.13, 
38, 40, 41, 42). One image indicates that sports grounds were not 
merely disciplinary sites but also spaces where women scrutinized each 
other’s beauty; it shows three female coaches who are presented as 
“Huichang zhong de jiwei zuipiaoliangde renwu”

 (A few of the most beautiful persons on the playing field) 
(Fig. 47).

Fashion and Femininities

Athleticism and robust beauty therefore took on divergent, often 
ambiguous meanings, which were adopted by women in various ways 
that call out for more nuanced considerations, as Gao Yunxiang has 
done. e diverse representations of female beauty in Linglong indicate 

Figure 43: Movie stars Li Lili (top left; bottom right) and Li Minghui (bottom left) as 
spectators at sporting events. LL 94 (1933), 608; LL 148 (1934), 1479. Courtesy of C.V. 
Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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that in practice, the advocacy of athleticism and robust beauty broad-
ened conventional notions of femininity rather than obliterating more 
conventional styles, as even a cursory look at the magazine’s covers 
spanning its years in print attests. While covers from Linglong’s first 
year of publication in 1931 feature a rather narrow scope of genteel and 
frail beauty more or less exclusively, (Fig. 49) covers from 1932 onward 
show the general influence of robust beauty on women’s fashion. e 
delicate willowy styles, however, retained their appeal and continued to 
be represented alongside images of robust beauty; indeed, the distinc-
tion between the two styles is often blurred (Fig. 50).

When they are contrasted, images of robust beauty appear in much 
more relaxed juxtaposition with willowy beauty than devised in nation-
alist discourse. A 1931 special feature issue on sports includes mostly 
images of robustly athletic women, but uses feminine images for its 
covers, which paradoxically sandwich articles that call for the eradica-
tion of these styles on the basis that they are dainty and superficial—
“e astounding skills of a valiant female athlete,” cited above, appears 

Figure 44: Li Lili as cover girl for Linglong’s movie segment (left); and described as “strong 
and beautiful” (right). LL 102 (1933), cover; LL 59 (1932), 413. Courtesy of C.V. Starr 
East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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Figure 45: “Smiles at Swimming Pools” (top); and recreational ice-skating and fashion. LL 
109 (1933), 1556-7; LL 197 (1935), cover; LL 66 (1932), 748. Courtesy of C.V. Starr 
East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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Figure 48: Modern girl images in Linglong. LL 95 (1933), cover; LL 160 (1934), 2259, 
cover; LL 164 (1934), 2516; LL 125 (1933), cover; LL 78 (1932), cover. Courtesy of C.V. 
Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.

Figure 46: “Miss Meng Jianli of Shanghai, victor 
of women’s national wrestling.” LL 208 (1935), 
3587. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, 
Columbia University.

Figure 47: “A few of the most beautiful persons 
on the playing fields.” LL 94 (1933), 594. 
Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, 
Columbia University.
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in this issue, for example (Fig. 51). Another special feature issue on 
sports from 1933 similarly juxtaposes rugged athleticism with more 
conventional femininity from Hollywood cinema (Fig. 52). A cover 
from 1932 shows the confluence of athleticism and willowy femininity 
(Fig. 53). e image shows a young woman with a delicate frame in a 
genteel pose, both of which recall the older style of sickly beauty; but 
she is in swimming gear and sits at the edge of a pool. Wearing a swim 
cap and appearing ready for sport with her feet dipped in the water, she 
has also accessorized her left arm with an armlet, marking her adoption 
of athleticism as fashion.

Female Spectatorship

As Gao Yunxiang shows, athleticism served nationalist ends at the same 
time that they were appropriated by women to fashion personal identi-
ties. Of particular interest is how robust beauty becomes sensualised—
how nationalist rhetoric was used to sanction the depiction of jiankang 

 (healthy) or jian’er mei (strong and beautiful) female bod-
ies for the visual pleasure of its readers. In the name of nationalism, 
robust beauty was advocated in conjunction with references to Euro-
pean meishu  (art forms), which sanctioned the voyeuristic display 
of women’s bodies for the visual pleasure of readers. Photos of mostly 
foreign female nudes have captions calling for strong bodies for a strong 
nation—in one case, the text that accompanies a nude image declares: 
Jianmei de tige shi woguo nüzi suo xuyao de 

 (A robust physique is what women of our nation need) (Fig. 
54). In other examples, the tradition of European high art is referenced, 
as when paintings from a French exposition are featured (Fig. 55). 
Other European art forms are also alluded to, as when an image of 
nude dancers is printed together with an image of a nude sculpture to 
showcase timei (the body beautiful) and the art of wuzi  
(dance  movements)—described as xiandai (contemporary) and 
jiankang (healthy) (Fig. 56). Fitness and art are again referenced con-
currently in a diptych showing front and back views of a nude figure 
that is captioned: Jiankang quxianmei  (e beauty of 
healthy curves) (Fig. 57).

The promotion of robust beauty also provided a basis for alternative 
gender constructs, which broadened definitions of femininity in erotic-
ally charged ways. e way that Linglong literally pictured a female-
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centred reading practice calls out for attention (Fig. 58). It provides a 
basis for establishing a heuristic model of the frequently overlooked 
issue of female spectatorship.123 As such, more familiar discussions about 
the male gaze with respect to Linglong’s male readers are set aside for 
consideration in another study.124 Premised on Linglong’s trope of sister -

123) See Note 10.
124) Linglong acknowledged male readers directly in several instances. For example, both 
women and men are thanked for their support in recognizing Linglong as Zhongguo zui

Figure 49: Selected covers from 1931. Courtesty of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia 
University.
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jingmei zhi baozhi , LL 80 (1932), 1402. On rare occasion, articles are 
addressed to men, as in: “Zhenyang shi qizi manyi” , LL 42 (1932), 1665; 
and “Modeng nanzi jiejiao nüzi de biaozhun” , LL 4 (1931), 
111. As mentioned in the introduction, male writers also wrote letters to the magazine. See 
also Note 97 for a male reader’s response to the misandrism expressed in the article, 
“Milianzhong,” LL 185 (1935), 1149. Another letter from a male writer inquires about the 
legalities of his having consummated his relationship with a young woman who was almost, 
but not quite, of legal age. “Nianling guanxi” , LL 79 (1932), 1362.

Figure 50: Selected covers from 1932 to 1937. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, 
Columbia University.
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hood, women are portrayed in the magazine sharing moments of intimacy 
as they flip through publications together. In another image, taken from 
Hollywood, a woman is shown as the primary reader of a film supplement 
while a man looks pryingly over her shoulder. Finally, a photo montage 
suggests that women’s visual pleasure in looking at women was taken for 
granted; intentionally bringing together two otherwise independent 
images, it presupposes that women, along with men and even a pet dog, 
find delight in looking at the female form. While this problematically nor-
malizes the objectification and sexualising of women in  representations, 

Figure 53:  e cover image of: LL 61 (1932). Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, 
Columbia University.
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its assumptions about female viewers—that women do not only appear 
for the oppressive male gaze, as posited by John Berger in his pioneer-
ing insights, but actively engage with representations of women as 
well—warrants serious consideration of spectatorship in relation to 
Linglong’s female readers.125

ere are similar possibilities in Linglong for homoerotic desires to 
be “smuggled into action” that Sang finds in the writings of Lu Yin.126 

125) According to John Berger: “In the nudes of European painting we can discover some of 
the criteria and conventions by which women have been seen and judged as sights.” See: 
John Berger, Ways of Seeing (London; New York: British Broadcasting Corporation and 
Penguin Books, 1972), 47.
126) e writings of Lu Yin, and Sang’s reading of them, offer a way to develop the models 
of female spectatorship depicted in Linglong. Sang reads Lu Yin’s writings closely and 
against the grain for subtexts of homoerotic desire and its predicaments. Of particular in-
terest is Sang’s appraisal of a travelogue account about a visit to a public bathhouse in 
Japan—foreign and exotic to Lu Yin but a mundane practice in Japanese society. Lu Yin 
assumes the position of an ethnographer and “rationalizes her rapture in terms of aesthet-
ics,” Sang, Emerging Lesbian, 146. Sang cites Lu Yin’s description of the women bathing 

Figure 54: “A robustly beautiful physique is 
what women of our nation need.” LL 38 
(1931), 1488. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East 
Asian Library, Columbia University.

Figure 55: An example of work from an 
annual art exhibition in France. LL 23 
(1931), 845. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East 
Asian Library, Columbia University.
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The foreign and exotic content in Linglong allowed for something akin 
to what Sang finds in Lu Yin’s voyage writings—what Sang refers to as 
“self-discovery in travel,” wherein the cultural displacement of a journey 
allowed Lu Yin to sublimate her desire to look at women’s bodies in a 
Japanese bathhouse.127 e tradition of female nudes in European 
painting (inherited by modern advertising) is one that John Berger has 

around her: “[they] were lovely and languorous after their bath…I feasted on the sight. I 
wanted then to sing the praises of the beauty of the human body—the smooth skin, the 
voluptuous curves, and the round, fat toes—everything displayed the art of nature…I ad-
mired their bodies as I put on my socks,” Sang, Emerging Lesbian, 146. Sang explains that 
as a respectable May Fourth author, Lu Yin conveys unease about her own desires, when 
she adds: “I felt embarrassed to be sitting there staring at [the women]. So, picking up my 
towel and dirty clothes, I left the place where the flesh of women was displayed,” Sang, 
Emerging Lesbian, 146. Even so, Sang suggests, “Lu Yin’s carnal lesbian longing” has been 
“smuggled into action through a seemingly asexual practice legitimated by Japanese cul-
ture.” Sang, Emerging Lesbian, 146.
127) Sang, Emerging Lesbian, 279.

Figure 56: Sculpture, dance and healthy bodies. 
LL 47 (1932), 1916. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East 
Asian Library, Columbia University.

Figure 57: “Front and back views of beautiful 
healthy curves. LL 52 (1932), 74. Courtesy of 
C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia 
University.
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Figure 58:  e trope of sisterhood as reading practice (top); a female reader and male 
onlooker (bottom left); and a photo montage showing man, woman and pet dog as 
spectators delighting in the female form. LL 228 (1936), cover; LL 32 (1931), 1230; 1239; 
LL 60 (1932), 461; LL 148 (1934), 1484. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, 
Columbia University.
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launched a pioneering critique of for its subjugation of women, and his 
insights are important.128 Yet contrary to Berger’s notion that “the 
‘ideal’ spectator is always assumed to be male and the image of the 
woman is designed to flatter him,” the images of women printed in 
Linglong were targeted at both male and female readers—the latter as 
conveyed by the model of female-centred reading pictured in the maga-
zine. e conventions for depicting women in art and advertising in 
Euro-American contexts are beyond the scope of this study. What is 
put forth here is that the conventions of depicting and seeing that Ber-
ger problematizes with respect to European traditions engaged in a new 
dynamics of representation when recontexualized in an early twentieth 
century Chinese publication like Linglong. Divorced from their con-
texts of origin, these portrayals engendered new meanings and influ-
enced new styles and sensibilities in a process that parallels translation, 
as Chinese audiences decided what and how to see, and for what pur-
poses.129 Arguably, this recontextualization of images created a condition 
for sublimating erotic desire in the legitimate and respectable apprecia-
tion of foreign (and “modern”) athleticism and art, in a similar way to 
how Lu Yin rationalizes her desire to look at women’s bodies when 
uprooted from familiar cultural conventions.

Yet more intriguing than these overtly erotic images of exposed bodies 
are representations that could become erotic in more subtle ways. On the 
constant role-changing of movie actresses in classic Hollywood films of the 
1950s, Jackie Stacey has argued that “identification between femininities 
contains forms of homoerotic pleasure which have yet to be explored.” 130 

128) Berger notes, for instance, that the convention in European painting of not painting 
the hair on a woman’s body minimized women’s sexual agency, since “[h]air is associated 
with sexual power [and] with passion,” Berger, Ways of Seeing,, 55. He states: “e woman’s 
sexual passion [is] minimized so that the spectator may feel that he has the monopoly of 
such passion,” Berger, Ways, 55.
129) Consider this in relation to Lydia Liu’s concept of “translingual practice,” which 
highlights “those contingent moments and processes [in cross-cultural exchange] that are 
reducible neither to foreign impact nor to the self-explanatory logic of indigenous 
tradition.” See: Lydia Liu, Translingual Practice: Literature, National Culture, and Translated 
Modernity (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1995), xix. While global hierarchies 
sparked an urgent desire for progress and greatly influenced local interests, Chinese 
intellectuals played decisive roles in the selection, interpretation, and use of foreign 
knowledge—what to translate, how to translate, and for whom and what purposes. 
130) Jackie Stacey, Star Gazing: Hollywood Cinema and Female Spectatorship (London and 
New York: Routledge, 1994), 29. Emphasis added.
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Figure 60: Femininities juxtaposed in a centrefold-like spread on pages 2300 and 2301 
(top), and the reverse sides of these two pages, on 2299 and 2302 in: LL 248 (1936), 
2999-2302. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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is notion of female spectatorship is applicable to Linglong and 
especially pertinent in this regard considering how the magazine seems 
at times to deliberately juxtapose divergent femininities on the same 
page (Fig. 59), or in close proximity (Fig. 60). In a similar vein, Andrea 
Weiss has suggested that the theatrical role-playing in movies, “helped 
legitimize a way of life to which role playing and masquerade were cen-
tral experiences.”131 ese perspectives are valuable guides for thinking 
about how alternative desires and sensibilities are insinuated in Linglong—
not only in the overtly erotic nude images but perhaps even more so in the 
magazine’s presentation of a broadened range of femininities that invited 
visual pleasure and identification. As Weiss has argued for American cin-
ema, erotic lesbian sensibilities “[are] not attributable to the object of the 
look” per se, as in pornography; rather, it is “the power and intrigue of 
looking itself which becomes erotically charged.”132

 e  eatrical Sense of Self

On the role of classic Hollywood films in the formation of lesbian sub-
jectivities, Weiss writes that, “beyond specific images, the rise of the 
cinema … promoted the idea that different roles and styles could be 
adopted by spectators as well as by actors and actresses, and could signal 
changeable personalities [and] multiple identities.”133 ese films, star-
ring actresses such as Marlene Dietrich and Greta Garbo—both of 
whose images appear quite frequently in Linglong—gave rise to a new 
“twentieth-century theatrical sense of self ” that was “invaluable to the 
formation of lesbian identity.”134 Linglong’s strong interest in and use of 
images from Hollywood indicate that such experiences, like the films that 
ignited them, was international. Moreover, in the case of China it formed 
a continuum with longstanding theatricalities of self and gender in Chi-
nese vernacular literature and drama (Fig. 61).135 Images of performers in 

131) Andrea Weiss, Vampires and Violets: Lesbians in the Cinema (London: Jonathan Cape, 
1992), 163.
132) Weiss, Vampires, 137.
133) Weiss, Vampires, 29.
134) Weiss, Vampires, 29.
135) Of interest here is the flourishing of the all-female Yue opera in 1930s and 40s Shanghai. 
See: Jin Jiang, Women Playing Men: Yue Opera and Social Change in Twentieth-century 
Shanghai (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2009).
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all-female theatrical groups reveal opportunities for creative negotiations 
of gender constructs through self-fashioning as their subjects dressed up 
and posed for pictures; there is a sense of deliberation in how they pushed 
normative identities to extremes with excessive use of make-up, and by 
cross-dressing in men’s suits and caps to act as stylish couples and hooli-
gans for the camera (Fig. 62). ese images call to mind the cross-dressing 
female revolutionary Qiu Jin  (1875-1907), who adopted a male 
appearance and posed for photographs with the intent purpose of making 
a social statement in the late-nineteenth century.136

One image is particularly intriguing in its ambiguity. It depicts two 
women—one seated and wearing a bridal gown, the other standing 

136) See: Antonia Finnane, Changing Clothes in China: Fashion, History, Nation (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2008), 88-91. According to Finnane, Qiu Jin’s adoption of 
men’s dress, “was intimately bound up with the development of a military persona, a 
persona that she propelled into action on the national stage” (91).

Figure 61: “Women transformed by men’s clothes” (left); and women in theatre at a Beijing 
girls school. LL 285 (1937), 1382; LL 125 (1933), 2531. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian 
Library, Columbia University.
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Figure 62: Gender and theatricality. “ ree young women from Hankou play the roles of 
three hoodlums” (bottom right). LL71 (1932), 986; LL 131 (1934), 340; 349; LL 169 
(1935), 163. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian Library, Columbia University.
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confidently with one hand in pocket and one arm around the “bride” 
(Fig. 63). Whether or not these women were playing roles for a theat-
rical production is unclear, and the caption for the image conveys 
a sense of confusion about what to make of the photo: rather than 

Figure 63: “Same-sex marriage?” LL 89 (1933), 305. Courtesy of C.V. Starr East Asian 
Library, Columbia University.
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labelling the image per se, it takes the form of a question: Tongxing 
jiehun? ? (Same-sex marriage?). On one hand, there is a ten-
dency toward stigmatization in terms of how the photo has been 
cropped—the image has been cut in the shape of an upside-down heart, 
which is a clear reference to Havelock Ellis’s theory of sexual inversion.137 
In this regard, the caption might be read, “Is this a same-sex marriage wed-
ding photo?” with the implication that if it is, regulatory intervention is 
ever more necessary. On the other hand, the caption might be read, “Is 
same-sex marriage (as seen in this image) to be sanctioned (even if female-
female love is an inverted form of affection)?”—a sensibility more in line 
with “Nüren yu nüren jiehun” (Fig. 31), the depiction of Liang Lucun and 
Tang Huilian’s same-sex kiss (Fig. 30), and the French comic illustration of 
two women in bed (Fig. 34), all cited above.

Even more intriguing are the actions involved in the production of the 
image and the process through which it made its way into print. ere is 
agency in dressing and posing for a photo in this way, and it seems as 
though the image may have been sent in for publication by the subjects of 
the picture themselves, in response to Linglong’s call to readers for contri-
butions. To what extent then can this photo be seen as a deliberate engage-
ment with public discourse, or even a quiet challenge to the censuring of 
female-female love? As noted already above, both the pathologizing of 
same-sex love and misandric voices reach a peak in Linglong in 1932, the 
same year that this image was printed in the magazine. Whoever sent the 
image to the magazine appears to have been intent on befuddling the 
editors; it seems that they provided no information about how the photo 
was to be labelled, hence the puzzled caption that is printed with the 
photo. Conversely, the question mark might be an indication that those 
behind Linglong were not altogether certain about how to deal with the 
issue of same-sex love. Is it possible that the printing of this picture might 
have been an attempt by those involved in the magazine’s production to 
question textual discourse?

Conclusion

is case study of Linglong thus begins and ends with questions per-
taining to how conscious the magazine was in catering to different 

137) See note 62.
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readers or groups of readers in texts and subtexts. Similar questions to 
the ones just posed in relation to the ambiguous “Tongxing jiehun?” 
picture might be asked of Linglong’s female persona, Chen Zhenling: 
was this a moniker that was used for the possible dual meanings it con-
tained of both “becoming preciously elegant” and “precious elegance 
gone stale,” as was proposed in the Introduction? is may be a stretch 
of imagination considering the inconspicuous quality of the name. Yet 
its potential dualities correspond rather directly to the same ambigui-
ties in Linglong’s printed content—how women are taught to be prop-
erly feminine while at the same time masculine women are pictured 
and celebrated for their lack of these qualities, which are sometimes 
characterized in the magazine as frivolous. e preceding analysis high-
lighted these tensions; it gauged the conditions of possibility in Lin-
glong for alternative meanings and sensibilities, while taking seriously 
the power of normative gender ideology as perpetuated in the period’s 
dominant rhetoric of progress, facets of which are ultimately betrayed 
as reactionary.

Sang’s pioneering book on female-female desire in modern China 
was an important guide to this study for showing how the unprece-
dented scrutiny of female-female relations in the Republican era did 
not emerge in isolation from wider concerns about national conscious-
ness, social change and women’s liberation.138 Sang underlines the 
importance of sexual desire as a category of historical analysis, but she 
and Wang Zheng as well have indicated that the topic is not an easy one 
to probe. Sang relies on a strategy of reading May Fourth women’s lit-
erature closely and against the grain for subtexts of homoerotic long-
ings (in metaphors and fantasy), while Wang points out the limits of 
her own approach of oral history, explaining that the question of sexu-
ality was off limits in the interviews she conducted with her elderly 
contacts (career women who came of age during the May Fourth 

138) It was not a coincidence for example that female-female relations received so much 
attention at a time when women were gaining independence by leaving home for school 
and work. While women’s rights and gender equality were fervently advocated in the name 
of national strengthening, the stigmatization of female same-sex love functioned to set 
boundaries of appropriateness on relations between women. See: Sang, Emerging Lesbian, 
130.
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period).139 Other methods are therefore needed for better understand-
ing the social and cultural implications of desire and its regulation dur-
ing this period and the present study has explored what can be learned 
from a product of the urban popular press, using an integrated method 
of reading to examine it.

e integrated method employed was informed by Hockx’s formula-
tion of ‘horizontal reading’ and has allowed for an investigation into 
how discussions about female same-sex love, men and marriage, as well 
as portrayals of sisterhood and diversified femininities might interrelate 
with each other. Such an integrated approach levels the playing field in 
terms of what is considered worthy of attention, but rather than deny 
historical dynamics of power, the method provided a way to identify 
significant imbalances that emerge on the pages of Linglong. What 
could be articulated directly? What could not? And in what ways do 
weakly represented positions manage to come through in more subtle 
and indirect ways? In other words, Linglong’s advertised claim that it 
gave free rein to its readers in expressing their opinions cannot be taken 
at face value. e integrated method also required that such items as 
colophons and advertisements be regarded , as well as messages from 
the editors, advice column letters and pictures, not to mention mis-
prints and typos. ese provided a basis for considering how Linglong 
perceived and projected itself, as well as how it might be positioned 
historically as a cultural product, in relation to other products of the 
popular press that approached marketing and their cultural missions in 
different ways.

What has been found is that Linglong’s approach to commercial 
viability was (for better or worse) distinctive and highly complex if not 
dubious, at least in comparison to the briefly examined Xin Nüxing and 
Liangyou huabao. is is most conspicuous with respect to how the 
valorization of opposite-sex love and marriage in Linglong (as natural, 
modern and inevitable) is matched by discordant voices and sensibil-

139) Wang explains: “Sexuality is a topic that educated Chinese are not used to discussing 
freely. If sexuality is ever discussed, it is usually between friends or relatives of the same 
generation. It would have been inappropriate for me to probe into a senior woman’s sexual 
life. As a result, this topic was almost untouched in our conversations.” See: Wang Zheng, 
Women in the Chinese Enlightenment: Oral and Textual Histories (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1999), 29.
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ities, which include playful as well as riled attacks against men. Other 
voices, like those of Zhuo Yijing and Chen Yu’er, idealize the spiritual 
bonds between women in tones of melancholy (that correspond to the 
sentiments of the May Fourth women’s writings which are a major 
focus of Sang’s book). Particularly notable are the ideas that are at odds 
with Linglong’s powerful stigmatization of female same-sex love: the 
conviction of Baoyu and Zhuo Yijing that same-sex love is superior to 
opposite-sex unions, and the reported actions of the lovers Cao Baozhi 
and Kang Shuyi who literally ran away from having to marry men. 
ese challenges rupture the pathologizing discourse against same-sex 
love; they form a continuum with the subtle hints of curiosity and 
delight towards female-female love and desire, as expressed over the 
same-sex kisses between Liang Lucun and Tang Huilian and the happy 
marriage between the two English women. e survey of Linglong’s 
visuals suggested that these interests are explored in more light-hearted 
ways, which are largely left out of writings in the magazine (as well as 
those from this period that Sang reads in her study). Alternative desires 
and sensibilities are insinuated not only in overtly erotic objects of the 
gaze like the many female nudes that the magazine printed, but more 
significantly in the seemingly deliberate juxtapositions of a broadened 
range of female styles, from willowy to robust. ese enhanced a sense 
of subjectivity and identity as fluid and theatrical, which is further 
evoked by how women made and dressed themselves up for dramatic 
productions and pictures (in ways that can be described as “gender-
bending”).

Two kinds of pictures that appear frequently in Linglong were refer-
enced in this study for their possibilities of homoerotic subtexts in rela-
tion to the magazine’s trope of sisterhood and rhetorics of nationalism 
and art. What cries out for further attention is how similar images are 
used in the 1940s (at least in two instances) in direct association with 
tongxinglian’ai (same-sex love) as text (rather than subtext). 
“Shi Yun Dan Ping tongxinglian’ai” (e same-sex 
love of Dan Yun and Dan Ping) includes an accompanying image 
of the article’s two subjects that would not look out of place among 
the images of intimate female bonding in Linglong (Fig. 64, left; com-
pare this image with those seen in Fig. 27). e same can be said about 
the image that appears in “Tongxinglian’ai huanzhe”
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(Sufferers of same-sex love), which can be categorized among Linglong’s 
visuals of robust beauty and eroticized sisterhood (Fig. 64, right; 
compare this image with Fig. 37 and those seen in Fig. 32). To what 
extent, then, did Linglong contribute meanings to these genres of 
pictures during its time in print in the 1930s? Indeed, the dynamics of 
representation found in Linglong continued to be played out in the 
media at large in the Republican period of the 1940s. e destabilizing 
of normative gender constructs encouraged by theatricality is carried 

Figure 64: “Same-sex love” accompanied by images in the media of the1940s. “Shi Yun 
Dan Ping tongxinglian’ai” , Shanghai texie  (1946), 23; Wang 
Xianli , “Tongxinglian huanzhe” , Wan xiang (1944), 4.1. Courtesy 
of Shanghai Library.
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on in heated gossip about actresses and their female fans, patrons and 
students, as speculated in news reports from 1946 such as “Yuan Xuefen 
tongxinglian’ai” (Yuan Xuefen and same-sex love) 
and “Yuan Xufen zhi tongxinglian’ai bian” ” 
(Debate about Yuan Xuefen’s same-sex love) about an influential star of 
the all-female Yueju (Yue opera).140 It is moreover significant that 
Xie Bingxin’s talk about same-sex love continued to be cited in the media 
a decade later, in “Xie Bingxin tan tongxinglian’ai”
(Xie Bingxin talks about same-sex love) also from 1946.141

Within the limits of the present study, only female spectatorship was 
touched on. Still to be considered are Linglong’s male readers in terms of 
the male gaze, and not in the least how this relates to female readers and 
subjectivities; the zhiguai quality of “Nüren yu nuren jiehun,” for example, 
has a general tone that resonates with xiaoshuo (minor literature, or 
“small talk”) by learned men in late-imperial times.142 Likewise, the two 
comic illustrations printed in close proximity that flout moralistic scrutiny 
(Fig. 26) and voyeuristically depicts two women in bed (Fig. 34) may have 
resonated with female readers for their appeals to female autonomy, while 
at the same time attracting the heterosexual male gaze.143 Also requiring 

140) “Yuan Xufen zhi tongxinglian’ai bian” , Xin Shanghai , 
no. 25 (1946), 10. “Yuan Xuefen tongxinglian’ai” , Xin sheng , 
no. 2 (1946), 12. ese were accessed through the digital database in the Shanghai Library’s 
Pre-1949 Modern Documents Reading Room.
141) Qiu Yu , “Xie Bingxin tan tongxinglianai” , Wanshou shan 

, no.6 (1946), 2. “Shi Yun Dan Ping tongxinglian’ai” , Shanghai 
texie  no. 23 (1946), 1. Wang Xianli , “Tongxinglian huanzhe” 

, Wan xiang  4.1 (1944), 128. ese news articles were accessed through the 
digital database in the Shanghai Library’s pre-1949 Modern Documents Reading Room. It 
is a concise summary of what appears in Linglong, discussed previously (see Note 80). 
Whether it is a reference to the same talk or if Xie Bingxin had given more than one such 
talk is unclear.
142) See for example Sang’s reading and translation of tales by Pu Songling  (1640-
1715) in: Sang, Emerging Lesbian, ,66-98, and her Appendix, 281-87.
143) Called to mind here is the pictorial Shanghai manhua  (Shanghai Sketch, 
1928-30), the editors of which have been linked by Ellen Johnston Laing to leaders of the 
Xinganjuepai  school of literature and is therefore known to be male-dom-
inated in its preferences. For Laing’s discussion of the publication in relation to the Neo-
sensationalists, see: Ellen Johnston Laing, “Shanghai Manhua, the Neo-Sensationalist 
School of Literature, and Scenes of Urban Life,” MCLC (Modern Chinese Literature and 
Culture) Resource Center Publications (October 2010); available for public access online 
<http://mclc.osu.edu/re/pubs/laing.htm>. Pertinent in relation to Linglong is how Shang-
hai manhua objectifies and sexualizes women, but also delights in muscular female bodies 
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attention are the possibilities for “queering” the male gaze; the letter from 
the young male reader who was teased for being like a girl because of his 
weakness for Linglong prompts the necessity of such an inquiry.144 us, 
with regard to representations, readers and gender in Republican China, 
the question remains for more in-depth and nuanced investigation: In 
what other ways besides those highlighted in this study were normative 
notions about gender both constructed and contested before, during and 
after Linglong’s time in print? As for methods to research, the question 
remains how divergent representational forms and rhetorical modes 
contributed to the overall generation and exchange of ideas and imagin-
aries at large. To what extent can commonalities and differences in 
sensibilities be established within and between genres?

(via drawings) and even emasculation by sensual but assertive women. Worth noting in this 
regard is how in the Neo-Sensationalist writer Liu Na’ou’s ( , 1900-39) short story 
“Flow,” a male character falls in love with a female character in part because of “her 
masculinised body—her healthy dark skin, strong and flexible arms and legs, and short 
hair.” See: Li Jianmei, “Shanghai Variations on ‘Revolution Plus Love’,” Modern Chinese 
Literature and Culture, 4.1 (2002),: 51-92, and page 65 for this quote.
144) For this letter, see Note 9. e enthusiasm of Liangyou for depicting muscular male 
bodies and male nudes also prompts such an inquiry. Like the arguments made in this 
study for how national strengthening, athleticism and art were intertwined to legitimate 
depictions of “strong and healthy” female bodies in Linglong, the same might be argued for 
depictions of muscular male bodies in Liangyou, some of which are not too dissimilar from 
North American “beefcake” magazine images of the 1930s to 60s. For examples, see: 
“Nanxing renti mei” , LY 28 (1929), 25; and LY 34 (1928), 22-3. “Tiyu jie” 

 is a photo layout showing muscular male athletes as well as an image of a group of 
lanky nude males by a waterfall and this page is juxtaposed with a layout called “eatrical 
Costumes” (in English) which appears to include male actors cross-dressed in dan  female 
roles for traditional theatrical productions. For this spread, see: LY 47 (1928), 24-5. 
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